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Having a girlfriend or a wife is 

always a pain in the ass. Women are 
forever trying to change the way a 
Quy dresses; they badger him to 
make more money; the cunts are 

either on the rag or knocked-up. A 
Steady bitch interferes with a guy's 
other girlfriends and frowns upon 
any hummers or humps he cops on 

the side. All of this we put up with in 
the name of love and for the sake of 
a reliable diet of acceptable pussy. 

But a woman's need to force her TV 
shows upon the dick in her life is 
unbearable, and that’s why Ally 
McBeal is HUSTLER’s Asshole of the 
Month for March 1999. 

Television habitually blurs the line 

between reality and bullshit. That 
smeared perception is most pro 
nounced when looking at 33-year-old 
actress Calista Flockhart and the 
character she plays on TV, Ally 
McBeal. To pinpoint where Ally 
stops and Calista begins is like trying 
to find the corner of a sphincter. 

No one seems more confused 
about the melding of performer and 
role than Ally Flockhart herself. “! 
embrace everything about Ally, 
says Calista McBeal, and then: “I'm 
afraid that’s all I'll be known for.” 

Is being known as Ally McBeal any 
worse than answering to the name 

Calista Flockhart? Neither skeletal 
bitch has any tits. Their shared mam: 

maries withered away onscreen dur- 
ing the show's second season. A hor 
rified public wondered if it was 
watching an infomercial for the 
Auschwitz lunch plan. 

On the show, Ally is a twitching 
mess of neurosis and facial tics. She 
seems to be mocking a child suffer 

Is there anybody in the 

world who does not know that the 

iraqi dictator is a turd pincher of 

historical caliber? Does any right- 

ing from a spastic disorder. 

In real life, Calista is reported sit 
ting “warily” at an interview, “tug 
ging the sleeves of her sweater and 
rocking back and forth,” for all the 

world like an inmate in an adoles 
cent-psycho ward. 

Ally the on-air character is 
described by the Los Angeles Times 
as, “The world’s whiniest TV heroine. 

The actual Calista, who was type 
cast in the leading role of 1992's 
Portrait of a Bulimic, whines, “It 
hurts my feelings that people are 
attacking my physical appearance. 
Think about how it would feel to 
have people say you look horrifying. 

McBeal on Fox is a bitchy, snide 
twat who sees her hole as a great 
prize. McBeal makes sure that the 

minded American believe that 

| we've seen the last of a cloacal 

swirl into the vast toilet bow! of 

oblivion. Unfortunately, Newt and 

Saddam remain two Assholes on 
the horizon. 

fictional prongs who bang her fake 
persona pay a price higher than what 
any pussy is worth. 

In what passes for her true identity, 
Flockhart moans, “| haven't met any- 
one who | want to be my boyfriend.” 

Flockhart claims that she is not 
alone in Spinsterville: “My friends 
are all beautiful, smart women, all 
single, and you think, Why?” 

If these broads are like Ally, it's no 

wonder they have no boyfriends 
Imagine tongue-kissing Calista 
Flockhart. Try to keep the taste of her 
puke from seeping into your mouth. 

Ally McBeal and Calista Flockhart 
share a single life's purpose. Their 
job is to sell tampons during the 
commercial breaks, but they don’t 
look healthy enough to have men- 

struated during the past ten months 
Ally McBeal the series is one more 

thing to hate about Mondays. The 
show's ensemble cast acts as though 
it was recruited from a proctologist's 
catalog of case histories. Most of 
these O-rings are pretending to be 
Boston lawyers. Ally is presented as 
a graduate of Harvard Law School 
These portrayals are as realistic as 
John Candy playing an anorexic. The 
ridiculous miscasting provides the 

comedy half of this “acclaimed,” 
“controversial” “dramedy.” 

The drama portion of Ally McBeal 

comes from the unrelieved tension 
of waiting for McBeal’s group of 
friends and co-workers to stage an 
intervention and rush her to the clos- 
est Fatburger. 

Flockhart denies published and 
broadcast speculation that she suf- 
fers from anorexia, an eating disor- 
der generally associated with inse- 
cure, self-absorbed girls in their 
teens. The 5-6 celebrity train wreck’s 
weight is generously estimated as 
hovering around 100 pounds. “! 
guess | don’t know the exact defini- 

tion of anorexia,” she mopes. 
The overage waif does, however, 

know the exact definition of her 
unusual first name. Calista, accord- 
ing to Flockhart, is a Greek word that 
means “the most beautiful.” A more 
accurate reading might define 
Calista as a Hollywood term connot- 
ing “a spastic colon who is paid 
$40,000 an episode to prove a truth 
about the female race that every 
intelligent male intuitively knows.” 

The fact is that women, Ally 
McBeals targeted audience, are 
always attracted to Assholes. 

Church. Court documents allege 

that Joseph and Evangeline kid- 

napped a baby girl from a chil- 

dren’s home and brainwashed 
her into believing that God wanted 

her to be their servant. An indict- 

The Combses are a righteous 
couple from Tennessee, where 

ping? It’s high time that both Joseph is a former pastor of the 

these turds upon the Free World now-defunct Emmanuel Baptist 

March HUSTLER 5 

ment states that the girl, now 20, 
was physically and sexually 

abused by the couple. None is so 

shitty as an Asshole for God. 

Congress's most noisome drop- 



Bits & Pieces 

a Laura’s Furburger Furor 
Full-of-shit radio-talk- 
show host Dr. Laura 
Schlessinger has made 

tens of millions preach- 
ing super-strict morality 
to subnormals. One of 
her stepping-stones to 

p| fame, retired Los 

By neces radio personality 

ai Ballance, took nude 

pictures of the holier- 
—— than-thou crone some 20 

years ago, when Dr. Laura still had womanly charms 
and a poppin’-fresh snatch. 
Ballance says the photos document his affair with the 

doctor. “She was still married to her first husband at the 
time,” Ballance recalls. Ballance recently sold the pic- 
tures to Seth Warshavsky’s Internet Entertainment 
Group, which runs CLUBLOVE, the Web site that dis- 

tributed the Tommy and Pamela Lee videotape. When 
these pictures appeared at www. clublove.com, Dr. Laura 
took the matter into court, getting a temporary injunc- 
tion against IEG. 
On November 2, 1998, the United States Federal 

District Court in Los Angeles, California, ruled that 
IEG’s distribution of these pictures doesn’t infringe 
upon Dr. Laura’s privacy rights. Hers is, after all, a 
celebrity pussy. HUSTLER prefers these poses to the 
doctor’s current pose as a “born-again” Orthodox Jew 
and arbiter of morality. It’s a shame that the world came 
to know Dr. Laura only after she started telling gullible 

listeners their business. In these shots, she looks like a 
decent slut. 
The photos of Dr, Laura in this issue of HUSTLER 

were provided courtesy of CLUBLOVE.COM™. You can 
see three more pictures of Dr, Laura Schlessinger in the 
nude not available anywhere else exclusively and free of 
charge at CLUBLOVE.COM™, 

March HUSTLER 
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Bits & Pieces 

[ Larry Flynt’s | 
Penthouse 

Bums digging through Dumpsters at the 7-Eleven 
this past December may have noticed a jump in 
Penthouse magazine’s quality that month. The expla- 
nation is simple: Penthouse reprinted old photos that 
were shot in Larry Flynt’s private apartment for 
HUSTLER’S LEG WORLD. A Flynt Publications Art 
Director provided styling and creative guidance. 

How did Larry’s penthouse end up in Penthouse? 
Bob Guccione must be so old and hard up that 

reprinting a set from December 1997’s LEG WORLD 
is better than commissioning something himself. 
Also, blame that fucking Guido—not Gooch, but free- 
lance photographer Guido Argentini. In 1997, the 
wily, Italian shutterbug hid behind the alias of Henry 

Larry Flynt’s private apartment, as seen in 
Penthouse, December 1998 

Moore in LEG WORLD. In Penthouse, Guido pretends 

to be Constantin Lachaise. Argentini’s shoot in 

Larry’s top-floor digs was arranged as a special favor 
by LEG WORLD Art Director Cynthia Patterson. 
Guido returned the favor by selling Cynthia’s hard 
work into the shitty Penthouse toilet. 

Readers who happen to have both the December 
1997 LEG WORLD and the December 1998 

Penthouse can compare the same photographs in two 
publications. LEG WORLD’s reproduction is vivid 
and sharp. Penthouse is murky by comparison. 

Obscenity Char es Onward: 

SAP Ture 30 | 
Sa 

Before there were commu- 

nity standards, there was 

ZAP Comix®. The first and 
best of the ‘60s under- 
ground comics celebrates 
30 years of turned-on, 
fucked-up cartoons with 
its 15th issue, ZAP #14. 

Legendary artists Robert 
Crumb, the late Rick 
Griffin, Victor Moscoso, 
S. Clay Wilson, Robert 

Williams, Spain Rodriguez, 
Gilbert Shelton and, most 

recently, Paul Mavrides 

have been reviled, banned 

and imitated since ZAP's 

inception, leaving a mind- 
bending imprint on art, ass 
and the First Amendment. 
For a catalog of ZAP and 

other underground comix, 
send $2 to; LAST GASP, 
P.O. Box 410067, San 

Francisco, CA 94141-0067. 

March HUSTLER 



[ Flower Cum Song 

Cj 
This month, give your [ 

yang some twang with | 

HUSTLER’S ASIAN | 

FEVER. The sensual 
secrets of the Orient 

have been the stuff of 
legends, fantasies and 
wet dreams for cen- 

turies, from ancient 
courtesans in flowing 

silk kimonos to the 

toddling-sex-kitten } 

styles of today’s trendy vs 

Japanese college girls. HUSTLER’S ASIAN & 
FEVER explores every aspect and every angle 
of these demure volcanoes of the East with 

unbelievably explicit photos, and illus- 
trations. H ER’S ASIAN R is on sale 

now at new ands everywhere. Call 1-800-386- 

7595 for subscription information. 

D INTOUASMIN. 

JASMIN ST. CLAIRE THE DALAI LAMA 

LIVE FROM MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 
SUNDAY, MARCH 21, SPM ET/PT 

IT'S NOT TY. IT'S FUCKING. 
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The Perfect Woman 
I have enjoyed HUSTLER for about 15 
years, and I 
woman as perfect as the centerfold fea- 
tured in your 1998 Holiday Issue (Sheena. 
May I Have This Lap Dance?). Do you 

plan on having her in any future issues? 

I've really liked the changes you've made 
over the past year. Will you, by chance, 
start showing any double penetration? 

D.B. 

via Internet 

can’t remember seeing a 

Thanks for being such a loyal subscriber. 

We're glad Sheena jingled your bells. We 
hope to break the DP barrier sometime 
soon, but until that glorious day comes, 

maybe we can tickle your fancy with pee 
and oral sodomy 

Loves Public Nakidity 
I would like to give you a hearty bravo for 
the Holiday Issue 1998. The Holiday Issue 
blew me away. Mary: Naked Lunch Break 
was by far the best layout yet. Outdoor pub- 
lic nudity really does something for me. I 
always try to coax my girlfriend to expose 

herself in public, and sometimes she does, 
although not as much as I would like 
Anyone could plainly see that your model 
Mary was in plain view of passing cars and 
people. | would love to see the photos that 
didn’t make the issue. HUSTLER is always 
innovative and fresh. Keep up the great 
work, and I hope to see more outdoor pub- 
lic nudity in future issues -B.S 

Metairie, Louisiana 

Thanks for the How 

return the favor and send us a picture of 
your girlfriend pumping gas and flashing 

ass for HUSTLER's Beaver Hunt? 

praise. about you 

Love the Big White Dick 
This is in response to D. W., the asshole 
who wrote “Fear of a Black Penis” in your 
Holiday Issue 1998 Feedback. | am a 

white female, and I have to say that I have 

never fantasized about being with a black 
man, nor have I ever been in love with one, 
nor will I ever be. Let me say for the record 

wchandise throu When ordering 
by dealing only with mail-order mer ept 

| Any ott i to be 

that I am married to a white-American 
male, and he has a huge, white dick. My 
white husband fears no big, black dick, 
baby. Not every white male has a small 
dick, sweetie. And from what black 

women have told me, not every black male 
has a big dick; so please get off your dream 

Sheena: May I Have This Lap Dance? 

March HUSTLER 

any mail-order supplier mize y 
ard payme 

appointed 
ne number in their ads, and have a working ph 

boat, and step into color reality—not 
everyone sees things in bla and white. 

To me, HUSTLER looks pretty colorful— 
it has reds, greens, blues and pinks. Lots of 
pink. How dare D. W. call HL 
“racist-ass magazine”! | love HU: 

Jacksonville, Florida 

Wake Up, America 
I'm sick of hearing about race, race, race! 
Blacks aren't raping your wives and 

daughters; they're marrying them. I bet 
that if a black woman looked like Naomi 

Campbell and spread her legs for some of 
you white supremacists, you'd rather hang 

her than bang her. Wouldn't you rather 
have your daughter marry a black man 
than have a rich politician stick a cigar up 
her snatch? Wake up, America, whites and 
blacks, we're all being screwed—raped by 
the rich. — Anonymous 

Nashville, Tennessee 

HUSTLER Chins No Balis 
You are no better than your competitors, 
Larry Flynt. You are every bit as coward 

and chicken as they are. You don’t have the 
fuck-the-establishment attitude that you 
claim to have. You don’t have the balls and 
guts to feature—just for once—two Ss 

performing fellatio on each other. Monica 
Lewinsky —what does she know? Straight 
women—what do they know? It takes a 
man to know another man. Poor Bill 

i} 
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My sweet =n 3 Lb 2 Vv ow 
cunt is real tight... \o% 
will your big cock 7 Q 
fit? If not then! : 
can suck it!!! 

inky Cool, shes 34,54, 115, grown eyes lng red oi. Hey A 
$8160, brown yes onde bai. 75° cack. Wer hcking ey 
Honea & en tte eee. ols are m 

Horny Man, 180, body builder tall. 7° cock. Hoiry chest, | need 
(oman fo etme suck his cock. love to please os wel os be pleased. 
Fl ry mouth ond shoot tol the wey down my throat 

‘Blonde Babe, 120, $'S toll. 3400. t'm horny ol the time. | need 
tobe fucked daily. Con you please help me out. | don't care who 
you ore. If you have « hard cock come on over ond fuck me nove. 

‘lock Gir, 130, 5'2’ toll. 40DDD. Tight Bubble Butt. Tits & oss if 
you wn thm bby a nd gti om 
and Joe bg chs, Se ye cock between my is end cu on 
my fc, you da 

WOT MOMALA! That's what cll the guys cll me. I'm 52 yr, 54" 
130lbs 3688.1 teoch you what all the younger women con't 

Just Turned 19, 105, 5’ toll. | need to be tought how to enjoy the 
pleasures of hot pessionate sex. | m ght wet and ready for wild 
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FEEDBACK 
Clinton. He has no idea how much he’s 
missing. He ought to have a stud instead 
of a slut giving him a blowjob. We gay 
men are the best cocksuckers and ball 
lickers in the world! —R.G. 

Chicago, Illinois 

Hold it right there, ma'am! There is no 

hard evidence to prove that gay men suck 

cock any better than “sluts” do, To prove 
your point, HUSTLER suggests a side-by- 

side taste test—Monica Lewinsky vs, you. 
Winner swallow all. Let Bill Clinton 
decide; he’s the authority. You can bet 
your sweet lips that we'll print the 
pictures. 

Wants Free Ride 
I am writing you this letter with hopes that 
you can make a wish come true for my 
dying son. My son has AIDS. Four years 
ago, a drunk driver ran my son’s car off 
the road, killing his wife and two beautiful 
daughters and almost him. My boy had to 

receive several blood transfusions, and 
one pint of blood was tainted with HIV. 
My son is also paralyzed from the waist 
down, and the doctors tell me that he has 
two y rs or less left to live. I love my son 
more than anything else in the world, and 
I just want to give him some happiness 
that he hasn't known in a very long time. 
HUSTLER is his favorite magazine, and I 
would love to buy him a two-year sub- 
scription, but I’m unable to afford to buy 
even a single issue. Could you help me by 
sending a free subscription? —S. P. 

Comstock, New York 

1f your kid already has AIDS, let him keep 
his dignity. Try begging Guccione. He's 
giving his shit away. 

HUSTLER vs. Penthouse 
My husband and I have been avid read- 
ers of your magazine ever since I 
appeared in Beaver Hunt. Recently, we 
received a coupon for a free issue of 
Penthouse, and, well, free is free; so we 
got the issue. Some of it was interesting, 
but the pictorials were no contest. Maybe 
you should let them in on your style, 
because they have obviously never read 
your magazine. Keep up the good work, 
HUSTLER. —E.M 

New Hampshire M anchester, 

The December 1998 Penthouse not only 
adopted HUSTLER’ style, they printed 
photos shot in Larry Flynt’s private 
apartment. Check out page 8 of this 
HUSTLER issue to see the only good part 

of a Penthouse from the past 20 years. 

Expose Those Politicians! 
Thank you, Larry Flynt, for making the 
million-dollar offer for evidence of affairs 
with political leaders. Please publish any- 
thing you've discovered so far. What 
you're doing is one of the greatest uses of 
power I've seen. So many people get 
screwed by people like Starr and the 
power behind him. Your response is one 
of the best things an individual has done 
for the people of America in a long time. 
I can’t wait to see these supposed pillars 
of society exposed. Thank you, from 
America, for making that offer. —J.J. 

via Internet 

Prison Pussy 
What's up? I'm just having fun dreaming 
of pussy, sitting here in prison. The good 
thing is that I have found the best thing 
next to pussy, and it’s easy to make. You 
can make the so-called Fee Fee pussy at 
home with the following materials: one 
towel, one latex glove and your favorite 
lotion. First, take your towel, and fold it 
in half. Next, place the latex glove at one 
end, fingers toward the center. Next, roll 
the towel up tight like a Tootsie Roll (if 
you like virgins) or loose (if you like fat 
broads). Next, pull the excess wrist-band 

part over the towel so your pussy doesn’t 
fall apart. Lube it up, and you have your 
own personal pussy that works and feels 
great. Also, please pass along my address 
to any woman that would like to write to 
a person who likes to fuck towels. —F. P. 

Susanville, California 

Thanks for your recipe for self-abuse. The 
women of America can't wait to see you 
demonstrate your new invention on Live 

With Regis and Kathie Lee the instant you 
spring from the big house. 

Tolerant Prisoner 
I'm lying here in my cell looking at your 
1998 Holiday Issue. I'd like to personal- 
ly thank Larry and the entire staff at 
HUSTLER. You guys are fantastic! But 
some of the readers who write you are 
dicks, especially that black who downed 
the whites (“Fear of a Black Penis,” 
Feedback, Holiday Issue 1998). C’mon, 
you guys! HUSTLER has been pleasing 
us all for years. In my opinion, no one 
beats HUSTLER’s wide selection. Listen, 
I’ve been in prison for 24 1/2 years with 
no pussy. I have $290 worth of subscrip- 
tions to sex magazines; so I ought to 
know. To that black dude who wrote that 
letter, man, chill out! Because, just as you 
said, white women like black dicks. Well, 

THANKS AND #60 Go To ALFREDO L- 
HUSTLER March 
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Now she’s old enough. | 



FEEDBACK 
from my experience, black chicks love 
white dicks too. Believe me, I had my 
Share of black pussy when | was out there 

HUSTLER’s not about the black, white or 
Oriental thing. Everyone fantasizes about 

fucking different races. They're all pink 
on the inside! R.T 

Homer, California 

Mr. Flynt Hung Like Horse 
Many years ago, | horse | 

named Mr. Essex. He’s dead now, and I’m 

had a race 

looking to replace him with another one, 
and I’m going to name him Mr. Flynt 
after HUSTLER’s Publisher. | hope the 

He'll 
—J.C 

Baltimore, Maryland 

horse will be just like Larry Flynt 

be hard to beat 

Let’s hope your Mr. Flynt isn't too much 
like our Mr. Flynt. Not many horses win 

the Kentucky Derby when they're running 
with a constant hard-on. 

Prison Bans HUSTLER 
The purpose of this letter is to inform you 
that the Oregon Department of Corrections 

(ODOC) has adopted an administrative 
rule that will prohibit its 8,000-plus 
inmates from receiving your publication. 

We are also hoping that you might be 
willing to assist us in challenging this rule 
as violating the First Amendment rights of 

both the Publisher and inmates. A review 
of back publication 
revealed that it contains one or 
items which fall within the 
ODOC’s new sexually explicit-material 
ban, and as such, ODOC inmates will be 

prohibited from receiving your publica 
tion as of December 1, 1998. Thank you 
for your time and hopeful assistance 

—M. W 

Oregon State Penitentiary 

issues of your 

more 
scope of 

Don't you guys get dicked enough in 
prison? Fuck! Rest assured that our 
lawyers are aware of your predicament 
and are reviewing HUSTLER’s options. In 
the meantime, consult the previous letter, 
and make a Fee Fee prison pussy 

Military Bans HUSTLER 
I’m an American service member serving 

in Europe. My wife and I arrived here in 
June of 1998. Things were going great 
until September 22, 
smashed assholes decided that my wife 

and I can no longer purchase your fine 
publication. For those serving Stateside, 
this is not a problem, but here in 

when some bag of 
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Germany, there is no place for us to “fill 
the void” with our monthly need. Please 
let us know how to subscribe posthaste 

—T. E.C. 

Frankfurt, Germany 

Censorship once again rears its gnarled 
and cancerous peckerhead. Let’s hope 
that you discover a subscription ad in one 
of your back issues. Otherwise, write to 

P.O. Box 474, Mt. Morris, IL 61054, or 

phone 1-815-734-1142 for subscription 

information. 

Olsen Twins Naked? 
I'm a big fan of Mary- 
the Olsen twins. Is there any chance of 

ate and Ashley, 

you guys printing a pictorial with them 
69ing each other? —w. Y. 

Fort Dix, New Jersey 

To be truthful? No chance at all. But 

check out HUSTLER’S BARELY LEGAL 

for an attractive substitute to 

pedophilic, troll-doll fixation. 
your 

Do you have a comment or complaint? We 
want to hear it, Send your letters (typed or 
neatly handwritten) to HUSTLER Feed- 

back, 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 900, 

Beverly Hills, CA 90211, or E-mail to 

hustler@lfp.com. Include a phone num- 
ber if you want your letter considered for 
publication. 

YOUR COCK SHOOTS THE BIGGEST LOAD! 
1-800 

17-SUCK 

LICK MY PUSSY 
0 O wane we 69! 

23 1-DO69 
2 HOT FOR T.V. BUT 

HOT ENOUGH FOR U! 

611-6787-7484 
MUST BE 18. VISA/MC/A 

ws sae! 

barely| 
legal 

1-800) 
978- 
8286 
$3.99 /per 

They're soft, they’re 
1 but they’ re 

incomplete. All that 

Caller must be over 18 
$3.99/min 
visa/me 

sing is your cock 
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY CLIVE McLEAN 

Well-rounded student Christy of Birming- 

ham, Alabama, first captured the imagina- 

tion of Larry Flynt’s readers when she 

appeared in the December 1998 issue of 

BARELY LEGAL’s Corky's Clubhouse 
playing chess in the nude. A winning bal- 

ance of brains and beauty, the 19-year-old 
erotic debutante has made a memorable 

entrance into the world of porn. Now 

HUSTLER readers will decide if Christy 

earns the title of Beaver Hunt Grand Prize 

Winner, including $5,000 in cash and a trip 

to a glamour capital to shoot a HUSTLER 
photo layout 

Will Christy continue her adult educa- 

B tion? Cast your vote today 

Other budding nudists, please see 
page 112 for details 
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JEANNA FINE TELLS THE 
FUCKING TRUTH 

This month in her regular column, porn 
legend Jeanna Fine responds to readers 
seeking erotic enlightenment, She invites 
you to drop her a line and join her on the 
fearless quest for the fucking truth. 

TAKE IT LIKE A MAN 
I’m a 34-year-old man and very bi-ori- 
ented. I love to take it in the ass. I met 
this girl two weeks ago. Things are great 
between us, but how do I tell her that I 
like a prong up my ass? —K.S. 

Fremont, California 

As is the case with so many things in 

life, the solution to your problem can be 
found in the adult section of your local 
video store. There are several compa- 
nies that specialize in male-bottom/fe- 
male-top videos, and any number of 
their products can help you drop hints 
to your sweetie. Start slow—bring video 
play into your relationship with milder 
fare, then slip a male-submission tape 
into the VCR. When a pair of boy butt 
cheeks spread for a probe, test the wa- 
ters by saying, “That looks interest- 
ing,” or, “That might be fun.” You 
should know pretty quickly whether 
your girlfriend likes the idea of making 
you a wide receiver or not. 

THE GREAT DEBATE 
My question is, what’s more attractive to 
a woman, looks or brains? I’m 26 years 
old, good-looking, well built and intelli- 
gent, but I’m also very shy. I’m afraid of 
being rejected, although I’m very funny 
and can make friends quickly. Also, how 
can I tell if a girl is interested in me? 

—T.R. 
Sioux City, lowa 

I have always said that a sense of hu- 
mor is far sexier to me than one’s looks 
and endowment. However, my preference 
in partners is the least of your concerns. 
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You work very hard at the beginning of 
your letter to convince me that you're a 
catch, when you should be concentrating 
on convincing yourself. Self-confidence 
radiates outward and attracts healthy 
people. Project your worthiness. When 
you encounter the object of your erec- 
tion, strike up a conversation; if she re- 
sponds with a smile on her face, it’s an 
easy segue to, “Would you like to get to- 
gether for a cup of coffee?” Once you've 
jumped that hurdle, let things develop 
slowly—anyone worth having in bed is 
worth getting to know first. 

JAILHOUSE COCK 
My girlfriend and I were wondering if 
you know of any research that reveals 
how many men have fantasies of being 
raped by other men. For as long as I 
can remember, I’ve always had the fan- 
tasy of going to prison someday, 
whereupon I would be repeatedly butt- 
fucked by other inmates. Do you know 
if this is a common fantasy for men? 

—A.N. 
Grass Valley, California 

I'm not aware of any exact statistics, 
but I do know that your fantasy is more 
common than most men will own up to. 
Kudos to you for admitting your interest 

in force-fed convict cock. I wouldn't 
recommend knocking over a string of 
banks to fulfill your fantasy, but you and 
your girlfriend should play with the idea. 
There's a great collection of short stories 
called Macho Sluts, by Pat Califia, that 
deals with male rape; pick it up, and use 
it for inspiration. On the way home from 
the bookstore, stop by your local costume 
shop and sex-toy emporium. Buy your 
girlfriend a strap-on and a prison uni- 
form, and let the games begin. 

PERIOD PIECE 
Why are women so horny during their 
periods? What’s the best way to remove 
blood stains from sheets after a messy 
round of menstrual fucking? —G.P. 

Lodi, California 

Surging hormones often overcome a 
woman when she’s on the rag, leading 
to a libidinal jolt. Throw in other con- 
tributing factors—the fact that women 
are exempt from pregnancy worries dur- 
ing their periods and the primal reaction 

(continued on page 31) 
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Volatile lovers K | have come to Mistress Ivy's Sé 

to work out their sexual issu 
“Keri and I fist on a regular basis, but I still feel she’s emotionally unavailabl 

wails foxy dyke Val 
“I’m confused, Miss Ivy,” complains Keri. “Most of the time, I feel like I was 

born to eat pussy, but once in a while, I crave something...different.” 
Miss Ivy pulls on the leashes of her captive patients. “Both of you are suffering 

from a clinical case of cock deprivation.” The carnal counselor bi 

massive strap-on. “How about a little dildo worship to break the ice? 
The troubled lezzies fall to their knees and lap hungrily at their analyst’ 

fake prick 
Ivy is impressed with her clients’ progress. 
“Now you're ready for intensive she-dick therapy,” says the therapeutic 

mistress. 

The masked therapist pumps Keri’s greedy snatch, When the tortured sapphite 

climaxes, Mistress Ivy reams Val’s cock-starved snatch 

“You're a genius, Mistress Ivy,” Val moans, accepting her therapist’s surrogate 
schlong. “My phallic anxiety is completely healed.” 

here’s no better cure for penis envy,” declares Mistress Ivy, “than hard-core 
lesbian love.” 
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SCENES ‘t Anythin IN ALL! A Sait town Gal Wostt Do 
When Julia Ann wins an allexpenses paid 
trip to Tinseltown, she basks in the bones 
and boxes of Hollywood's horniest! Watch 
Julia and Jill Kelly spread pink poolside for 
69 strokes and orgasms galore! Bad-boy 
Mark Davis woos Julia with wood - and has 
her sucking and bucking in record time! 
And after party gals Christy Lake and Kim 
Kataine part pubes in a poon pile-on with 
Mare and'Tom Byron, Julia returns to the 
red-hot rod of long-time love Steven St 
Croix! Nearly 1 1/2 hours of explicit shot 
onfilm action! 

A Full-Length Feature Film! 

INCLUDING A °29” Value! 
Racquel Darrian, Jill Kelly, Nikki Tyler, 
Dyanna Lauren, Kaitlyn Ashley, Jenteal, 
Nid Sterling, Celeste, Sindee Coxx, 
Savannah, Teri Weigel, Ashlyn Gere, 
Hyapatia Lee, Julia Ann, Kia, Brittany 
O'Connell and many, many more! 
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Dear Slut 
(continued from page 21) 

If you treat a woman well, and she leaves you for an abusive lout, pack her 
bags for her! Hold the door open, and tell her not to bother calling two months later when she’s got a concussion. 

that the scent of blood elicits in carniv- 
orous animals—and it’s little wonder 
that women crave coochie satisfaction 
when they bleed. As for the mess that 
results from rag jamming, keep a big 
towel on hand to cover the sheets when 
the moment arises, and switch to 
darker-colored sheets instead of white. 

If seepage still occurs, wash the soiled 
bedding in cold water; hot water will 
only set the stain. 

WIFE WOES 
Why do women always lose interest in 
sex after being in a relationship for a few 
J 2 I've been married twice, this last 
time for 11 years, and my most recent 
wife did not make love to me for a year 
before I finally moved out. She s 
loves me, but our bedroom death 

y 

—J.J. 
Clinton, North Carolina 

day would suit me fine. 

The first flush of new romance natu- 
rally brings with it the desire to fuck like 
bunnies on GHB. As familiarity breeds 
indifference, it takes more than a stiff 
prick waved in your wife's face to main- 
tain her enthusiasm. Take a good look at 
the period just before the sexual freeze 
came over your marriage: Did you sur- 
prise her with flowers or offer her a mas- 
sage on occasion? Did sweet nothings 
drip from your lips like wine? Romance is 
an integral part of a sexual relationship 
for a woman. If you don't want to lose 
wife number two, offer your heart along 
with your cock, Kindness and considera- 
tion are natural lubricants. 

NOOKIE NOD 
The first time I had sex with my girl- 
friend, I fell asleep immediately after 
having an orgasm. What caused this to 
happen? Have any of your male co- 
stars dozed off right after a sex scene 
with you? —S. K. 

Cashmere, Washington 

Porn does not imitate life with re- 
gard to post-fuck napping. Usually, im- 
mediately after a pop-shot, the only 
thing anyone's thinking about is get- 
ting paid so they can go home. In the 
real world, however, drifting off after 
busting a nut is a perfectly natural re- 
action. A good orgasm releases ab- 
solutely all tension from the body; so 
enjoy the nap. Just make sure you 
cover the requisite amount of cuddling 
and compliments before you snooze so 
that you don't wake up to Bobbitt-like 
retribution. 

SISTER ACT 
I recently caught my sister-in-law 
“jilling off.” I was so turned-on, I 
thought my cock would melt! I’ve tried 
to talk with her about it, but she insists 
that her masturbation is a private topic. 
She’s probably right, but I’m dying to 
tell her that I support what she’s doing 
and that one day | hope to masturbate 
with her. What’s the best way to get her 
to open up? —L. J. 

Duluth, Minnesota 

There isn't one. If she’s your sister-in- 
law, she’s either your wife's sister, or 
she’s married to your brother; both pos- 
sibilities render her off-limits. Go ahead 
and support her masturbatory efforts in 
thought, and feel free to jerk yourself 
senseless to her image. If you're looking 
for permission to fuck your sister-in- 
law, which I suspect you are, you won't 
find it here, 

CHICKS WITH DICKS 
Why do females always go for guys who 
treat them like shit? I would give a 
woman whatever her heart desired, but I 
can’t keep a girlfriend; instead, they al- 
ways end up leaving me for someone 

LARRY FLYNT GREETS THE MORN 
oD 
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who couldn’t care less about them. 
—A. L. 

via Internet 

Yours is an age-old question; if I 
could answer it, I'd be rich. I myself 
have answered the irrational call to 
play human doormat, though once was 
enough to set me straight. My advice is 
to let these female bundles of damaged 
goods go—if you treat a woman well, 
and she leaves you for an abusive lout, 
pack her bags for her! Hold the door 
open, and tell her not to bother calling 
two months later when she’s got a con- 
cussion. Holding out for a partner who 
doesn't shun good love may be lonely, 
but trying to “cure” a habitual masochist 
will only waste your time and make you 
resentful. 

Sheri 
Do you have a question for Jeanna? Write 
to Dear Slut, clo HUSTLER, 8484 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 
90211, or E-mail at slut@lfp.com 

ea 
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FASCIST FUCKER 

Hopefully, HUSTLER readers won't 
look down on me for making a terrible 

confession: I've always been ashamed 
by my Ju Be. a leggy 
stacked blonde, most men don’t assume 
I’m Jewish. So why let them know? If 
they found out, they might think I’m 
like the stereotypical Jewish-American 
Princess who withholds sex, refuses to 
suck dick and absolutely won't take it in 
the ass. Nothing could be further from 
the truth.... I’m the original Hebrew 
harlot! I spend my days praying no one 
will ask about my grandparents, Edith 
and Moishe. 

Hiding my big Yiddish secret is quite a 
burden sometimes. I've taken to relieving 
the pressure in some pretty unusual ways. 
Like asking my boyfriends to dress as 
Nazis and violate me during “experi- 
ments.” Most of my dates freak out and 
refuse to put on the uniform | keep hid- 
den in my closet and administer my 
favorite turkey-baster enema. Lately, 
however, I’ve been seeing Frederich, 
who not only encourages my darkest 
desires...he improves upon them. 

“Lie on your back, Jew dog,” Fred 
barked at me during a recent play ses- 
sion. “Your arms and legs must be in 
the air like the cur you are!” I obeyed 
My weighty boobs fell to the sides like 
obedient slaves. The vulnerable expo- 
sure of my tight, puckered bunghole 
meant Fred had some particularly dirty 
fun in mind. And he hadn’t even 
donned the armband yet! 

sm ise I'm 

“Os 

As I suspected, Fred surprised me 
with a bizarre device he had picked up 
at the hardware store. The small, metal 
box was a water purifier with a Fred- 
attached spout, conveniently hollowed 
from an old dildo. He forced the plast 
tip past my agonized sphincters. I 
huffed at the initial intrusion; Fred shot 
me a hot glare. 

Silence! If you make another sound, 
the punishment will be severe.” That 
threat only caused me to crank up my 
grunts and groans. Angrily, Fred ran to 
the bathroom, hooking up a tube from the 
sink to his device. A switch was thrown; 
warm liquid filled my colon. 

The sensation was astonishing. 
Whatever mechanics were at work in that 
metal box, a hydraulic push forced my 
asshole to constrict and loosen with the 
steady flow. Although I knew the repri- 
mand for spontaneous action would be 
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severe, I furiously clit 
between two fingers. 

Fred screeched, “Ach! Unpermitted sex- 
ual pleasure! Will you Jews never learn?” 
He lunged for the sink and cranked up the 
pressure. My waterlogged anus could 
withstand no more. The muscles dilated; 
out popped the penis-shaped spout. 

“Yesss,” 1 hissed. The sound was 
echoed by the geyser erupting from my 
uncorked butt. Dirty water splashed upon 
the bed and even sprayed Fred's uniform. 
Now the nutty Nazi flew into an apoplec- 
tic rage 
“Why—you  little—what—” Fred 

sputtered. Inspired, he brought his soaked 
crotch to the level of my enraptured face 
and demanded, “You must suck the pants 
dry of your filthy ass water.” I applied my 
lips lovingly to the wet bric and 
slurped, feeling the member within 

(continued on page 43) 
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AFRO EROTICA 21 
The hottest inter-racial 

scenes in PORNO HISTORY! 

id 
ks like Erica Boyer like 

cocks in their ass! Plenty of 
hon-stop BungHole excite: 
ment: dp's, group anal orgy, 

cks with dildoes and huge 
cocks! A backdoor Boffathon! 

60 Min #344 $9.95 

Tender white meat split wide 
open by huge and black 
MAN-COCK! Coffee with 
plenty 0’ cream! 60 Min 

37 $9. 

‘a 

Ss 
A Lois Ayers 

ORAL ECSTASY #1 
> Professional cocksucking 

queens Vanessa Del Rio & 
Lois Ayers lead a rampaging 
pack of deep throating sluts 

BF on a binge of pole-swallow- 
ing with gallons of facials! 

60 Min #737 $9.95 

Annette Haven voraciously 
tongues a hot Asian sluts 

dimeslot before they share a 
Cock for some 3-way action! i 

Bonzai clit banging, and graph- 
ic Far East sexual secrets, 
60 Min #926 $9.95 

THE BEST 
' A WHOLE WAD OF JOHNNY'S GREATEST SCENES 

14 A giant load of cunt splitting hardcore fucking from back in 

6 that inspired Boogie Nights! 60 Min #863 $9.95 

HAAS 
0+ JOHN HOLMES VOL. 

the day, when all men lived vicariously through Johnny's 
cock! See Gloria Leonard, Seka and more take on this huge 
telephone pole with their cunts and their throats! The co 

BRA BREAKERS 34 
Mammoth mammaries 

unleashed in a tidal wave of 
firm flesh with Keisha, Trinity 
Loren, Jeanette Littiedove, 
Sharon Mitchell and more, A 
bubble-fuckers parac 
60 Min #1168 $9. 

; Ask: 
“ ut fora 

BEST OF SEKA VOL. 3 
It's pure Seka doin’ what a 

crazed cunt does best. 
Porn legends John Holmes, 

Veronica Hart, Samantha Fox. 
Jamie Gillis, Serena & more 
in non-stop fucking action. 

60 Min #227 $9.95 

Desiree Cousteau takes it 
doggy-style at the center of 
a torrid olled-up fuckstorm 
with face-fucking and hot 

anal in several scenes of the 
hottest group sex ever! 
60 Min #1002 $9.95 

B, inity Loren 

Seka: 

DOUBLE PENETRATIONS +6 
Scene after scene of non- 
stop bitch sandwiches. 

Sleazy cock-crazed bitches 
who crave giant stiff dicks 
slammed in their dripping 

cunts and sweaty assholes! 
60 Min #1036 $9.95 

|BEST OF VANESSA DEL RIO #1 
In mutiple scenes from her 
best feature films, Vanessa 

lays on her back, kicks open 
her legs and fucks hot studs 

and slutty cunts in a hot 
tamale of smoldering sensu- 
ality! 60 Min #224 $9.95 
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FULLY 

ERECT 

Directed by James Avalon 
starring Stacy Valentine, Chioe Nicholle, Laura 

Palmer, Charlie, Candy Apple 
Leianni Lei, Reyna Via, Ruby, Claudia, Julian 

Marc Davis, Brick Majors, J. J, Michae 
Anthony Crane, John Wi 

Videocassette: Metro 

and Herschel Savage 

In White Ar 
the “making-love business.” He is a 

Anthony Crane 

pimp on the day of his reckoning. Stacy 
Valentine, her full porky concupiscence 
squeezed into a tit-popping wedding 
dress, appears as an angel in Crane’s 
midst to review his life of erotic mis 

deeds. The first damning incident of 

Crane's life occurs when, in the interest 

of paying his cable-TV bill, he turns out 

his girlfriend, also played by Valentine 
Two tricks clamber aboard Valentine's 

chesty peaks and double-team her into a 
State of gooey surrender. Anal sinkhole 

Chloe Nicholle plays a hard-nipple red 
head seduced by Crane into servicing 
two of his buddies. Cocks slide between 

all three of Chloe’s spuzz sockets. She 

writhes and gurgles as if seized by 

demonic possession. Crane’s sins 
against womanhood mount. The viewer's 
palm trickles sympathetically with 
sperm stigmata. Outraged bitches unite 
and kill Crane at the end of White 
Angel, but not before he departs this 

world with a video pimp’s highest 
accolade, Fully Erect Mack Assarian 
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WHITE ANGEL: Via rides dyke pile. 
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WHITE ANGEL: Double-dipping 
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The Making of a Vivid Gir 
Vivid Girls are the envy of the smut 
world. The eerie pertection of their air- 

brush-quality smiles and sleek yet 
bountiful curves have earned them the 
feputation of being the Stepford Wives 
of porn. How is a Vivid Girl made? 

The set of Vivid's Tight Shots: The 
Movie, starring and directed by Ed 
Powers, is a bedroom in a Hollywood 

Hills, California, mansion packed with 
cameras, crew and electric cables, 

Powers cannot control the girl chewing 

on his testicles. She kneels beneath 
Powers's commodious, cement-sack belly. 
Her raven hair whips. She claws his but- 
tocks and bobs ferociously on his bone, 
choking herself on each downstroke, 

Powers shrieks. “You bit my hand!" 
His emerald-eyed assailant growls, 

She chants, “Come in my mouth, come 
in my face.” 

“| can’t do that, honey,” Powers states, 
“You can't come on the face of a Vivid 
Girl.” He shoves the hyperactive tart and 
loses a gobby stream of white on her 
plump, gravity-defying chest cones. 

“I like the sperm better to taste,” 
whines the disappointed fuck bunny in 

exotically accented English. 
Meet the newest Vivid Girl. Her name 

is Veronica. She is a 22-year-old nymph 
from Hungary. 

Vivid Video's owner, Steve Hirsch, 
signed Veronica to be his newest Vivid Girl 
two weeks ago, after a friend introduced 
them at Vivid's sprawling, San Fernando 
Valley, California, world headquarters. 

Fresh trom her baptism into filth as the 
newest Vivid Girl, Veronica is scheduled to 

join Powers in the mansion’; living room for 
an on-the-set press conlerence. Powers 
enters first. Pudgy and balding, with a 
ponytail and sloping shoulders, Powers 
fesembles a down-on-his-luck car-stereo 
salesman. He lectures the assembled 
reporters on his favorite subject, Ed Powers. 

Powers informs his listeners that his 
production deal with Vivid stems from the 
fact that he is a genius and everyone loves 
him. Want proof? Powers claims an FBI 
agent recently stopped him on the street 
and gave him a hug. “We love you, Ed" 
Powers quotes the affectionate FBI agent 
5 telling him, Powers drones on about his 
humanitarian efforts, his ability to seduce 
any woman on the planet, and no one is 
listening because Veronica has entered. 

Veronica slinks onto @ couch. 
“| did not know what Vivid was before 

two week ago.” Veronica's Hungarian 
accent is a gooey purr, like Zsa Zsa Gabor 
with a mouthful of jizz. “lam surprised 
why they want me to be a Vivid Girl.” 

Veronica's robe cascades open. Her 
breasts lilt up like skin-covered rockets. 
Her fingers idly slide down her lithe, con- 
cave stomach and toy with the folds of 
her meat blossom. “My pussy is not too 
big, no?" she asks. “I used to play with 
myself so much when | was little girl. | 
worried it grow big. But | think is nice. 

“L think the fucking is nice. And is nice 
too | will be a porn star. What you think?” 

Veronica gazes at the half dozen mid- 
dle-aged porn scribes assembled in the 
room. No one answers her question, but 
their collective thoughts can almost be 
heard: Vivid Girls is nice. 

Veronica rising. 

Terrors From 
the Clit 

Directed by Slain Wayne; 
starring Elle DeVine, Kelly Dean, Lizzie Borden, 
Erika Lockett, Porsha, Intrusion, Nikkie Love, 
Tom Byron, Luciano, Van Damage, Byron Long, 

Tony Eveready and Duke Flyswatter. 
Videocassette: Extreme Associates. 

Are festering wounds sexy? 
Terrors From the Clit insists on 
answering this utterly unneces- 
sary question. A schlock tribute to 
the horror-film genre, this vid 
delivers two gruesome images in 
its opening frames: Duke 
Flyswatter, in ghastly drag-queen 
plumage, and the only slightly 
less horrifying sight of pudgy 
swordsman Van Damage wearing 
a Prince Valiant wig. While 
Damage’s sideways routing of 
udder-mammed Elle DeVine's 
crinkled shitter temporarily satis- 
fies, the worst is yet to come. A 
pair of zombies (Damage again 
and Luciano) descends upon 
Kelly Dean, a redheaded minx 
with a talent for slobbering 

blowjobs. Under better condi- 
tions, the sight of Dean cramming 
her craw with two spuzz rockets 
at once would induce trouser 
tents. As it is, the leprous sores 
that cover her oral marauders’ 
bodies elicit vomit, not cum. 
Kudos to the special-effects unit, 
but by focusing on the wrong 
type of gash, Terrors From the 
Clit lives up to its title in all the 
worst ways. —Shane Andalou 

S.M.U.T.7 

Directed by Dion Giarusso; 
starring Elena, Jordan Lee, Gina Rome, 
Delphin, Tricia Deveraux, Coral Sands, 
Nico Treasures, Roxanne Hall, Katie, 

Vince Vouyer, Ron Jeremy and Marc Davis. 
Videocassette: Elegant Angel. 

A hootchie-packed Winnebago 
rolls the highways of sodom 
California in S.M.U.T. 7. A kitten- 
ish, blond, Russian tramp named 
Elena strips in the bedroom of the 
slut mobile. Elena is prize booty 
from the collapsed Soviet empire, 
but her anal plundering comes up 
short. English cock Mare Davis 
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leads the charge into Elena’ 
sacristy. Elena’s cutie-pi 
contorts in agony, and she emits 
car-Shattering screams of unbear- 
ably faked XXX-vid orgasms. 
Each scene grows worse until a 
pit stop at Vince Vouyer’s couch. 
Vouyer, an aging pscudohipster 
with a Moe Howard haircut, 
inserts his dong into the yip of a 
gabby flesh doll who continues 
talking even while giving head. 
Will anything shut this bitch up? 
Ron Jeremy pops in between 
scenes as a wisecracking host. 
Using Jeremy to make S.M.U.T. 7 
more palatable is like adding 
pickle relish to roadkill in hopes 
of improving the flavor. $.M.U.T. 
7 is a bad accident on the high- 
way of erotic thrills. —M.A. 

Sean Michaels’ 

Directed by Sean Michaels; 
starring Deja Blew, Porsha, Victoria, 
Rikki Moans, Nicole, Tony Eveready, 
Santino Lee and Sean Michaels. 
Videocassette: Elegant Angel. 

Among the rites of passage that 
every budding porn starlet must 
complete, the Sean Michaels 
challenge ranks high. In Erotic 
City 3, the ultrasuave Michaels 
introduces a quintet of contenders 
to their mission: to devour as 

much of Michaels’s massive 
black adder with their cock sock- 
ets as possible. Gagging and rup- 
tured organs are grounds for dis- 
qualification. Blond trollop Deja 

Blew isn’t the sweetest peach on 
the tree, but she gains extra points 
for subjecting her compact frame 
to Michaels’s trunklike scepter. 
Nerps jutting like pencil erasers, 
Blew impales her twat on 
Michaels’s mahogany truncheon. 
She spasms, as if electrocuted. As 
pink snatch, brown cock and 
white ass evoke Neapolitan ice 
cream, the viewer's own cream 
rises. Further on, Michaels vacu- 
um-seals swarthy minx Porsha’s 

dusky crap rings and pistons 
balls-deep. Porsha’s head shoots 

up, awed by her own anal capacity. 
Pulling out, Michaels shoots; the 

viewer scores. Erotic City 3 is 

well worth visiting. —S.A. 
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TERRORS: Borden, bitch-boffed. 

HALF ~ ea ~~) 
Directed by Shawn Ricks: 

starring Dakota, Jena, Dee, Gina Ryder, 
Sheli Sinz, Rikki M., Tony Tedeschi, Rob, 

Brandon Iron, Steve Austin and Jim South. 

Videocassette: Sin City 

Close at Hand is a vehicle for 

doe-cyed, mulatto porn siren Dee 

to display her innumerable talents 
as a depraved slut. When Dee's 
husband, Rob, catches her in bed 

jacking her clit to a XXX video. 
Dee suggests the two collaborate 

on making an amateur fuck film 

Rob smiles at the idea like a pimp 

greeting a fresh $100 bill. Dee 
plunges into in a threeway pork 

pile and munches male and female 
genitalia while hubby leers and 

strokes his cock encouragingly. As 
with diamonds, a single flaw in a 

nifies her 

flaw 

lovely such as Dee mag: 

beauty, In Dee’s case, the 

becomes apparent when she bobs 

choad. With a cock stuffed in her 

face, Dee resembles a guppy gulp: 
ing in a fish tank. It is cute. More 

cute is watching Dee's unearthly 

firm and natural milk domes orbit 

wildly as she vigorously 

Rob's love bone. Dee and Rob's 

ingests 

friends—whip-lashing lesbians 
and an assortment of extra-skanky 

brunettes —join in the homemade- 

filth project. 
who made Close at Hand expertly 
recreate all the 

The professionals 

mediocrity and 

truly amateur 
-M.A 

cheapness of a 
effort 

THREE-QUARTERS 
ERECT 

Directed by Teri Diver 
starring Candy Hill, T. J. Hart, Janis Jones, 
Randi Storm, Brandon Steve Taylor 

and Chriss Cannon 

Videocassette: Odyssey Group Video 

Race Track 

threatens to 

Whores 
stall, but 

redeems itself. During the video’s 

initially 

quickly 

tedious opening montage, the view- 

er meets the utterly average-look- 
ing fuck dolls who serve as Race 

Track Whores’ namesakes. Luckily, 

the waitress-plain tramps serve pip- 
ing-hot snatch. A pair of young 
gearheads makes a brutal pit stop in 
Candy Hill 

tresses, one easy rider fucks Hill's 

Grabbing her blond 

mouth savagely. His partner beats 
out a feverish rhythm on her freck 
led ass with his hammering pelvis 
Elsewhere, Randi Storm gives a 
clinic on exemplary cocksucking. 
The aquiline-beaked fellatrix puts 
her serpentine tongue through the 

paces. Re its length along a 
bulbous cob knob, she swallows the 

veiny staff whole with aplomb and 
obvious pride, In gratitude, the 

blowjob beneficiary pierces Hart’s 
honeypot. Corkscrewed into chas- 

Hart’s flue 

winks at the camera lens, inviting 
mic circumference, 

the viewer into its sweet abyss. 

Filthy as a mechanic’s fingernails, 
Race Track Whores captures the 
cum-soaked checkered flz S.A 

S.M.U.T. 7: Hall gives free slut ride 

TRACK WHORES: Yodeling 

EROTIC CITY: Blew, about to burst. in Storm. 

CLOSE AT HAND: Sinz, 



PHOTOS BY OF x 

Fleshpots Piss on 
Video Sho 
Adult-industry trade confabs have 
become more ubiquitous than hairs on 
Ron Jeremy's ass. Atlantic City, New 
Jersey, gambling mecca by the sea, 
hosted this year's East Coast Video Show 
from October 6 through 8, a valiant effort 
to deny the reality that there no longer is 
much of an East Coast video industry. 

Sun-fried smutmongers from Southern 
California invaded the Atlantic City 
Convention Center. Amid glitzy display 
booths advertising flesh entertainments 
for video, DVD and the Internet, the floor 
was packed with drunk porn chicks, 
hangers-on trying desperately to get laid 
and shutterbug mooks popping snap- 
shots of all the drunk porn chicks and 
hangers-on trying desperately to get laid. 

Suckers who lined up for personally 
autographed porn-star photos at 
Wicked's booth were greeted by a 

slimmed-down but narcoleptic Jenna 
Jameson, who nodded off after a couple 
of hours of signing and retired to catch 
up on her beauty sleep in the privacy of 
a casino bar. Amerasian starlet Kimi Ji 
went MIA at her booth, Frantic promoters 

Lake overflows (above); Banana chicks blow (below). 

East Coast 

recruited a Kimi Ji impersonator, report- 
edly from a local chop-suey joint. Her 
qualifications were slanted eyes and a 
stupid grin. The stand-in forged Kimi Ji's 
signature on hundreds of glossies for 
admiring dupes, proving the adage: All 
Asian sluts look alike. 

Most of the excitement generated at this 
year's show stemmed from brazen acts of 
public urination and, in one case, deleca- 
tion engaged in by Inebriated skanks 
heeding urgent calls of nature. Toilets were 
jammed with paparazzi shooting stills of 

splashy harlots. Not to be outdone by 
Christi Lake's, Marilyn Starr's and Adara 
Michaelss feats of spectator micturition, 
Anna Malle treated a throng of admirers to 
the sight of her pinching a loaf. Shutters 
continued to snap as Malle wiped, and her 
shitty pertumes wafted from the confines 
ot her stall 

The East Coast Video Show left order 
books unfilled for most manufacturers, 
but philosophically bent perverts were 
left to ponder: If a porn star takes a dump 
in the toilet, and there's no one there to 
take a picture, does it still make a splash? 

The Show 3 

Directed by Paul Thomas; 
starring Leslie Glass, Randi Rage, 

Morgan Fairlane, Jacklyn Lick, Reyna, Toni James, 
Tony Tedeschi, Vince Vouyer, Ricky 0’, 

Mr. Marcus, Michael J. Cox and Steven St. Croix. 
Videocassette: Vivid. 

There is but one criterion that 
distinguishes good porn from 
bad—namely, its ability to 
enhance the onanistic process. 
Nonetheless, ill-conceived attempts 
to legitimize porn, such as The 
Show 3, continue to clog the 
shelves, A low-grade homage to 
The Player, The Show 3 inter- 
laces a cumbersome tale of 
show-biz skullduggery with 
pointless nonsex cameos (Ron 

Jeremy, Buck Adams, Kobe Tai). 
The Show 3 makes the occasion- 
al cursory stab at arousing its 
viewers. Manhandling a feisty, 
tiny-titted brunette, Vince 

Vouyer grips two handfuls of 

well-toned ass and pulls her onto 
his lap pole. A mini-man pops 
out of her tank top as the slutty 
gamine bounces rabbitlike on 
Vouyer’s carrot. Finally, she 
utters the perfect midcoitus 
sweet something: “Now you 
wanna fuck me in the ass?” 

Answering the obvious, Vouyer 
inches turgid flesh hose into 
winking browneye. Too few and 
too far between, moments like 
this barely save The Show 3 from 
an otherwise well-deserved can- 
cellation. —S.A. 

Johnny Toxic: 
Action Man 2 

Directed by Phoenix 13; 
starring Meridian, Candy Hill, Kira, Jazz, 

Porsha, Lennox and Johnny Toxic. 
Videocassette: Sin City. 

More erotic swill from Johnny 
Toxic. The Toxic style is gonzo 

so raw that the vomit stains on 
the furniture can almost be 
smelled on the TV screen. How 
skanky is the talent employed 
by Toxic? Candy Hill, her face 
sexy as a fuck doll’s after being 
tun over by a garbage truck, 
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squats in an alley and jams a 
log-size dildo up her clam. 
When she extracts it, brown 
clumps that resemble shit balls 
cling to the side of the false 
phallus, as if Hill had somehow 
dug poop from her pussy. 
Impossible? Later, Toxic jabs at 
Hill’s vage after dabbling in her 
excrement zone; scenarios of 
how an overfucked porn slut’s 
cunt might dribble crap race 
through the viewer’s mind. Kira 
and Porsha achieve hottie status 

when appearing in other vids, 
but in Toxic’s scuzzy produc- 
tion, all females look like they 
could have shit dribbling from 
their clams. Action Man 2 is a 
visual turd. —M. A. 

The Kiss 

Directed by Toni English; 
starring Lori Michaels, Chloe Nicholle, 

Felecia, Tia Bella, Katie Gold, Kyle Stone, 
Michael J. Cox, Nick East, Tony 

Tedeschi, Steve Hatcher, Jim Steel, 
James Nono and Toney Belize. 

Videocassette: Vivid. 

In The Kiss, Kyle Stone por- 
trays a hapless schlub frustrated 
by his inability to ignite room- 
mate Lori Michaels’s passion. If 
Stone’s twee nasality and ear- 

ting didn’t scream “flaming 
homo,” he might succeed. 
Luckily, the leggy, doe-eyed 
brunette is much more generous 
to the armchair stroker. Michael 
J, Coxx’s flesh pole spars with 
Michaels’s tonsils in a flurry of 
vicious jabs and parries. Michaels 
subdues the pugilistic pud with 
feminine wiles. Smothering his 
shaft in a throat hold, Michaels 
immobilizes Coxx with a hyp- 
notic gaze. In consolation, she 

serves a slab of chiseled rump to 
the defeated craw jammer. The 
viewer salutes her good sports- 
manship with pounding fist. 
Elsewhere, a sapphic triangle 
ensues between Michaels, Tia 
Bella and Felecia. Limbs inter- 
twined, the trio trades licks in a 
loving jam session, culminating 
in a crescendo of deep soul kisses. 
Cocks weep tears of jizz at the 
poignant display of terly 
affection. The Kiss smacks of 
greatness. —S. A. 
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THE SHOW: James, jonesing 

for johnson. 

Real Sex 
Magazine 15 

QUARTER eer Ea 
Directed by Wildbill Witrock: 

starring Jenny, Vanity, Retea, Kim, Teri, 

Brick Majors and Dave Hardman 
Videocassette: Odyssey Group Video 

The reality behind Real Sex 

Magazine 15 is that its makers 

could only find two flesh starlets 

who would take dick on camera 

Jenny, a redhead sylph from 
Hungary, displays doll-perfect 

wobblies on her slender, flared: 

hip frame. Beefcake boff bozo 
Brick Majors puts the Hungarian 
sweet tart through the paces in 

vage-oriented coitus that ends 

with a spunk paintjob on her grin. 
The spontaneous-interview for 

mula, in which a naked yet bash- 

ful hootchie responds to probing 
questions from an off-camera putz 
reveals no surprises. When Texas 
born porn cherry Vanity is asked 
what she likes, she responds, 
Giving head.” No surprise the 
An interview with the wallpap 
might have been more interesting 

Vanity pleases with a snaggle 
tooth, heart-shaped smile and 
ripe-to-bursting, all-natural C-size 
melons. She copulates conven 
tionally with a grunting creep, and 
Real Sex Mi 

solo masturbation and a lame 

ine closes with a 

girl/girl lick-off. Add six decent 

scenes, and Real Sex Magazine 

might not be a real dud. M. A. 

TOXIC Kira 

REAL SEX: Real ska. nk 

THE KISS 

Kim and Ti 



A.quick checklist of features reviewed in past issues 
of HUSTLER and HUSTLER EROTIC VIDEO GUIDE. 

Lama) 
— G 

Gangbang Auditions #1 
(Diabolique Video) 

Inari Vachs, Caroline, Oceane 

HUSTLER Letters Volume 2 
(Vivid Video) 

Alyssa Love, Tera Hart, Jake Steed 

Tom Byron: Lord of Asses 
(Extreme Associates) 

Chandler, Jessica Darlin, Tom Byron 

American Anal Association (Metro) 
Dee, Vanessa Del Rio, Rob 

HUSTLER’s Beaver Hunt #3 (Vivid) 
Katie, Toni Reyes, Jasmine 

Freak (Vivid) 
Lovette, Alexandra Silk, T. T. Boy 

Rob Black's Friend to the Black Man 
(Extreme Associates) 

Peaches, Porsha, Tony Eveready 

Lewd Behavior 2nd Offense 
(Extreme Associates) 

Sierra Knight, Jessica Darlin, Van Damage 

i) 

Pornological 1 
(Odyssey Group Video) 
Claudia, Barett, Oscar 

Sex Offenders #4 
(Wicked/X-World Entertainment) 
Amanda Hart, Alexandra Nice, Nick East 

Back on the Prowl 2 (Vivid Raw) 
Bobbie Bliss, Wildcat, Victor 

Barefoot Confidential 
(Toe-to-Toe Video/Extreme) 

Timber, Roxanne Hall, Michael J. Cow. 

Cat Tails #4 (Midnight Video) 
Catalina L'Amour, uncredited 

The Look (Vivid) 
Tia Bella, Alyssa Love, Nick East 

Perverted Stories 19 (JM Productions) 
208, Cassidy, Dave Hardman 

Hungarian Sex Service 
(VCA Pictures) 

Helen Duval, Regina, John Walton 

Pandora (Wicked) 
Johnni Black, Syren, Steve Hatcher 

Pornworld (VCA Pictures) 
Roxanne Hall, Chloe, John Decker 

- BF if 
Grapplin’ & Gropin’ #2 
(Odyssey Group Video) 

Champagne, Cee Cee, Jake 

Live Sex Now.Com: The Video Volume 1 
(Odyssey Group Video) 

uncredited 

Open Wide (Vivid) 
Jenteal, Ruby, John Dough 

Vortex (VCA Pictures) 
Shayla LaVeaux, Nikita, Tony Tedeschi 

QUARTER ONE 

Directed by James DiGiorgio: 
starring Temptress, Cheyenne Si 

Elena, Tracy Love, Nit tt, Fiero, Rebecca. 

Janis Jones, Alec Metro, Chriss Cannon 
Brandon Iron and Tice Bune, 

Videocassette: Sin City 

Temptress looks like Brooke 
Shields and narrates WetScape 
with the enthusiasm of an autistic 

deaf-mute. Temptress also, unfor 
tunately, has  cottage-cheese 

thighs and what appears to be a 

diaper rash. These flaws are evi 
denced in WetScape’s opening 
scene, in which Temptress 
receives a doggy-style stuffing 
from a blond bonehead in a goalie 

mask. Other highlights: said 
bonchead’s waist flab and sweat 

covered ass. Better times follow 

Cut to Tracy Love, Cheyenne 

Silver (a/k/a Wildcat, a/k/a 
Languid Porn Zombie) and Elena 

exploring each other's taut body 

in a Jacuzzi much 

resembles renowned dyke Ellen 

with her 

Love very 

DeGeneres, especially 
hook nose buried in Elena's barely 

postadolescent snizz. Dildos and 
spit are swapped like business 

cards. Sadly, such bliss is fleeting 
Enter Alec Metro, 

blowjob 
who mars a 

promising scene by 
pointing at a fellow woodsman’s 
groin and rubbing his own crotch 
pprovingly. Uh-oh. Such icky 
homo badness makes WetScape a 
very scary sight SA 

CLEUELY: © 
ERECT 

Directed by Bud Lee; 
starring Jeanna Fine, Lauren M 

Brittany Andrews, Mikayla Le 

Moore, Candy Roxx, Kyle Stone 

Anthony Crane, Jay Stone, T 
and Brian Surewc 
Videocassette: Arrow. 

Thanks to the Republican Party, 

national politics and hard-core 
pornography The 
makers of the new Deep Throat 

have united 

series rise to the occasion with a 

XXX satire. Bill Clinton (Kyle 

Stone smoking dope beneath a 
gray, blow-dry wig) and Hillary 

40 

WETSCAPE 

DEEP THROAT; Pierce begs for paintjob. 

Taming Temptress. 

(a pussy-whip-wielding Jeanna 
Fine) have assumed the presidency 
of a nufacturer 
With the first couple of sleaze 

porn-video 

alone in the new oval office, Fine 

flashes a castrating, Hillary 

Clinton grin and devours Stone’s 
full presidential staff. Stone-as. 

Clinton sprawls in his oval-office 
chair and beats off while watch 

fluff-haired 

House 

Stone 

chew the 

snizz of a White 

“Monika, Monika, 

bles. Fine-as-Hillary 

What did 

whimpers 

ing Fine 

intern. 

bab. 

snaps, 

you say?” Stone 

‘Hanukkah, dear. I 

Hanukkah.” 
cowering horndog Commander 
in-Chief to Fine’s emasculating 
First Bitch is a comically 
chant portrayal of life in the X 
rated White House. A Las Vegas 
hooker scuzbag 

said Stone as the 

tren: 

and subplot 
ensures plenty of meaty hard-core 
couplings. Delivering on the 
promise of its title, each cock 
sucking cutie gives choke-deep 
fellatio before sinking to satisfy 

ing levels of anal and vaginal per 
The only entertainment 

than Deep Throat: The 
M.A, 

versities. 
dirtier 

Quest is the Starr report 
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Bal crane cum-babes on special EP cassettes featuring 
Sine notes! performances! XXX video fonpennies on tie 

stroke, only trom Private Entertainment! 
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One of the nastiest slots in 
he jizz bizz! Jenna and Co. 

in 3 FULL LENGTH 
FEATURES steam up your 

VCR with world-class 

ST 

ESSA DENA 
COMBO! 

Vanessa Del Rio in three 

classic FULL LENGTH 

FEATURES sizzles with 
intense sexual heat as she 
and her pals drain ever 

dude in sight! 

— ee eS ee 
PRIVATE ENTERTAINMENT MAIL ORDER FORM 

J 1 want / just *19.95 - n . Shipping 
i / just 19.95 1 an n.Og 2-233 CUPS Blue: 

| justo 9 "Y 3 Oy | First item $6, 08 
ECIAL BIGGER DICK PUMP OFFERS! 8:30am - 5:00pm EST weekdays additional item 

Effective” Proven in the bedrooms all across 
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cock for a perfect vacuum! You choose the erotic 
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1000'S OF Singles Every Day! 
Unbeleivable! The first 
service featuring LIVE 
CHAT with REAL GIRLS. 
Some want to meet 
friends, some want 
casual conversation, 

ei ed oth U 

cecup ders ite - vorsreamy Talk. Al 
gulp down : : 

every'last GepGorfiorn a 
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your hard cock 
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Score on these Virgin Asses! 

Live 24 Hours «a Day! 
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Hot Letters 
(continued from page 33) 

| called out, “Mein fuehrer,” which pleased Fred greatly. In return, 

he pinched my clitoris again and again while plowing my ass pit. Orgasm after orgasm set my Hasidic hole on fire. 

twitch to life. Unable to wait another 
moment, I unbuckled Fred’s gleaming 
belt and aimed his Aryan hammer onto 
my tongue. 

My oral indiscretion meant repercus- 
sions in my still-suffering pooper. Fred 
jammed his middle finger up the monkey 
hole while removing himself from my 
hungry maw. Properly lubricated, he then 
lifted my ankles higher...and buried his 
third leg between my cheeks. 

I called out, “Mein fuehrer,” which 
pleased Fred greatly. In return, he 
pinched my clitoris again and again while 
plowing my ass pit. Orgasm after orgasm 
set my Hasidic hole on fire. 

Mere seconds of sodomy led to my 
large ‘intestine being filled with another 
warm liquid. This time, it was a discharge 
from Fred's bratwurst. He stayed inside 
my sphincs for a few more spermy 
strokes. Upon withdrawal, I was ordered 
to lick the tainted cob clean. 

1 hope no one thinks my bedroom 
behavior is sick or that I'm a bad Jew. 
Fred and I won't engage in such kinky 
behavior on the high holidays. Unless I'm 
really horny. aT. 

Trenton, New Jersey 

BRIT TIT HOORAY 

I fulfilled a lifelong fantasy last night by 
bagging a British broad. Ever since I was a 
kid, I’ve had fantasies about some nanny 
type proclaiming me naughty and throw- 
ing me over her knee. As she slapped her 
hand against my bottom again and again, I 
would accidentally gush semen upon my 
nanny’s leg. Which would, of course, lead 
to another spanking. 

It’s something about the accent or the 
way British people act so superior to us 
ugly Americans. Princess Di was one of 
my favorite masturbatory icons for years. 
When she was married to Charles, I 
dreamed of double-stuffing her hot, pale- 
blond crotch with the jug-eared, inbred 
freak. Later, during her bogus humanitar- 
ian phase, I imagined myself as a starving, 
black child who suckled at her creamy 
teat. I'm ashamed to reveal that I actually 
speculated about the messy fun of being 
the first to discover her mangled body. 
Come on, admit it—all you HUSTLER 
readers enjoyed that fantasy too! And 
don’t start me on my ski-masked- 
prowler-in-the-Spice-Girls’-dressing- 
room whackfest. 

I think I first realized I was an 
Anglosexual watching old episodes of 
The Avengers. Not the godawful movie 
starring that ripe piece of ass Uma 
Thurman; I’m talking about the television 

series, which unleashed the even more 
voluptuous hind end of Diana Rigg. She 
was a tall, thick-hipped heifer in a 
skintight, black bodysuit. Puberty basi- 
cally began for me during an installment 
where Miss Rigg bent over to pick up a 
loaded crossbow. Between her legs, I 
spotted a reverse camel toe that seemed to 
wink lasciviously. The image wrecked 
me. I was hooked for life on bad teeth, big 
tits and black boots. 

Little did I realize that Brit bitches 
want absolutely nothing to do with a 
big, oafish horndog from the wrong side 
of the pond. There used to be an authen- 
tic pub in my neighborhood. I hung 
around for months on end, praying one 
of the aging floozies would drink too 
much stout and accept my stout one. 
Tragically, | only received offers from 
guys, leading me to the conclusion that 
all British men are closet homos, So 
why aren't their women desperate to 
jump on anything with a heartbeat and a 
hard-on? 

The answer came to me (so to speak) 

while waxing my pole to a perfume ad 
featuring Elizabeth Hurley. She boinks 
that faggy, whore-hopping Hugh Grant, 
who craves black stank, but flounces 
like a fairy across the Mersey. If I pre- 
tended to be a raging queen, perhaps a 
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supermodel-quality anal-sex freak 
would fall for my fuck stick too! (I have 
no definitive proof of Miss Hurley’s 
predilection for nasty back-door action. 
The perpetual, lewd sneer upon her per- 
fect face should in no way be taken as 
evidence that she can’t go 24 hours 
without a massive rod buried in her 
sweet shitter. My theory about British 
men being secret tea baggers, however, 
is a proven fact.) 

I hatched one hell of a plan while 
passing by a local movie theater. Some 
atrocious, fudge-packing epic about 
glam-rock stars was befouling the screen. 
Seized by inspiration—and the sight of a 
short, mammarian-gifted redhead leaving 
the lobby—I stood outside with a limp 
wrist as if I had just suffered through the 
unwatchable mess. 

“Excuse me,” said the big-chested 
babe. “Wor time did the pic-chah staht?” 
Was that the smell of fish biting for my 
bait? Indeed! Soon, the merry old slut 
from England would be chowing upon 
my wriggling worm. Patience was essen- 

I stared off into the distance with an 
of effeminate indifference. 
“Hmmf,” | contemptuously exhaled, as 

if clearing a stray gob of guy goo from 
my esophagus. “I certainly wouldn’t 

(continued on page 46) 
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jost gave the spouts the illusion of 

being invisible among all that teat. Nothing but milky sack danced before my astonished eyes! 

know. Dreadful thing, this so-called film. 
Exploiting the incredible genius of great 
artists like David Bowie and...uhh...other 
homosexual musicians.” Perhaps I 
should have done more research before 
hatching my bird-bopping scheme. My 
prey didn’t seem to mind or notice; in 
fact, her nipples were growing larger 
beneath her T-shirt (which featured two 
hideous, hairy trolls and the word Oasis). 
Her stunning, green eyes grew bigger as 
well. They had to in order to accommo- 
date the sight of the burgeoning boner in 
my jeans. 

She took a second to catch her 
breath—which made her bosom heave in 
an appealing manner—and announced, 
“My name is Julia. Care for a spot of head 
at my flat?” I wasn’t absolutely sure, but 
I suspected she had just offered to blow 
me. Of course, such assumptions got me 
arrested when I beat the shit out of a guy 
at the pub who asked if I wanted to suck 
a fag. This able-bodied, fiery-tressed 
bimbo was worth the risk. With a 
crooked, orthodontically incorrect smile, 
she took me by the hand and led me to her 
apartment on foot. 

Once inside, the cranked-up cock- 
sucker could hardly wait for a taste of 
USA prime beef. Before I closed the door, 
she was already on her knees and unzip- 

ping my fly. My johnson flopped out and 
made a slapping sound against her fore- 
head. The considerable length and heft of 
my joint obviously impressed her; Julia 
wrapped one tiny hand around my base 
and undid her own pants with the other. 
She stroked the monster, watching in 
amazement as I grew to blood-engorged 
fruition. Then she opened as wide as pos- 
sible and choked down a good, throbbing 
six inches. 

“Ahhhh,” | sighed, placing my mitts on 
the back of Julia's head and forcing her to 
ingest a few more precious millimeters. 
Loud gagging emanated from the back of 
her throat, and even the gurgles sounded 
British. Talk about a Cockney accent! I 
began the torturously ecstatic procedure 
of fucking her face. Julia’s mangled chop- 
pers dragged across my most sensitive 
acre of flesh; the slight pain prevented me 
from instantly exploding in her mouth. 
Every time I pulled out from her tonsils, 
Julia drooled a long string of saliva. Soon 
her pointed chin was glazed and soaking. 
So much for those impeccable manners. I 
withdrew completely and slapped the 
sides of my manhood across her flush 
cheeks. 

Julia begged, “How about moving to 
the bed, love?” As incentive, she quick- 
ly shed her clothes, revealing a meaty 

ANIMALS OF NORTH AMERICA 
THE RAT 
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butt and those frightening floppers in all 
their unclothed glory. I wish I could have 
taken a photograph of the gigantic, 
freckled hooters. Her nerps were pale, 
which almost gave the spouts the illu- 
sion of being invisible among all that 
teat. Nothing but milky sack danced 
before my astonished eyes! My hand 
fought to grab my cock and jerk off onto 
the hardwood floor, but I managed to 
fight the temptation. Besides, Julia was 
now on all fours, wagging her tail and 
offering me a ride. 

I climbed onto the bed and smacked 
her teasing backside harshly. A red erup- 
tion marked the pallid rump. What a 
miracle to behold for a fellow who can 
normally only score black chicks. (I’m 
not sure why I attract the dark meat; 
someday, Hugh Grant and | should 
change places like the prince and the 
pauper of poon.) Backward clam peeked 
beneath Julia’s warm, stinging rump. 
Finally, I was plugging the hole I saw on 
The Avengers...at least in my mind. | 
rammed my slick poker up her sopping- 
wet flue. 

“Right-ohhh,” screamed Julia, bucking 
to grind against my gourd. Every minor 
cataclysm within her cooze tickled my 
peter. I porked the angry gash with fast 
yet deliberate strokes, making sure to bat- 
ter her G spot in a punishing manner. 
Julia rewarded me by gushing cream, 
making my plunging easier with each 
stroke, Our coupling was sloppy and 
good. Occasionally, 1 uncorked her cunt, 
and Julia’s womb audibly gasped for air. 
Before she could catch her breath, I 
choked the throat between her thighs with 
my red-hot dipstick. Just to make things a 
little more exciting, I also wrapped my 
fingers tightly around Julia’s neck. The 
rough treatment triggered her thrashing 
climax. 

With quiet, tight moans, Julia came. 
Perhaps British chicks always come 
silently. Whatever the case, she fell down 
with her face in the pillow, unable to 
accept another jab of my joint. 

“Sorry, love,” she panted. “Would you 
like to whack on my bum?” 

“Actually,” I admitted sheepishly, “I 
was hoping you could fulfill a childhood 
fantasy.” After a brief explanation—and a 
moment for Julia’s head to stop spin- 
ning—my bare ass was straddling her lap. 
The greatest moment of my life had 
arrived. 

Julia brought the palm of her hand 
down square upon my cheeks and cried, 
“Nawww-ty. Nawww-ty boy!” Instantan- 
eously, I ejaculated a pint of malt upon 
her knee. My orgasmic spasms continued 
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Hot Letters We had actually pulled off a bungee fuck! Once the genital pendulum 

was set in motion, there was no stopping our loin-slapping momentum. 

until my prick dry-heaved with delight. 
I haven’t seen Julia since that amazing 

evening. She thought my spanking fetish 
was kind of weird. Who cares? I know 
the formula for scoring a new nanny 
every night of the week. Yeah, baby! 

—D.L. 
Santa Monica, California 

BUNGEE HUMP 

My wife can be really fucking irritating 
with her tendency to climb on every 
trendy bandwagon. Last year, it was gen- 
ital piercing. She actually expected me 
to drive a two-inch spike through my 
schlong, What a dumb fucking bitch. I 
mean, | love her and all, don’t get me 
wrong. Especially her curvaceous figure, 
ass-length, black hair and succulent tit- 
ties. But this time, Candace may have 
gone too far. 

We were on the couch in a 69 position 
when Candace announced, “That's what 
I’m looking for...extreme sex!” Now, 
keep in mind that I deliver some hump- 
ing that definitely falls under the banner 
of extreme. Golden showers, fisting, 
enemas—if I read about it in HUSTLER, I 
try it out on Candace’s supple form, 
When I removed my face from my 
wife's upside-down beaver and glanced 
at the television screen, I knew she was 
talking about something different. And 
dangerous. 

My mistake was leaving ESPN on the 
box. The Winter X Games were simul- 
cast from a mountaintop in Colorado. 
One spiky-haired moron after another 
took turns boogie boarding, bungee 
jumping and skydiving without a para- 
chute. Personally, I hoped they would all 
end up flat as a pancake, Candace, how- 
ever, was enthralled and aroused. 

“Look at the way the bungee jumper 
bounces up and down,” she marveled. 
Her head moved to follow his trajectory 
like a dumb animal watching a piece of 
meat. “Imagine if his cock was out, and 
he was landing on top of my spread-open 
slit.” The thought did little for me, and the 
fact that Candace’s mouth yapped instead 
of sucked was downright infuriating. 
Such a minor irritation was nothing com- 
pared to the indignity my wife had in 
mind. She ran to the garage for rope and a 
makeshift harness. 

Don’t ask me how, but in the course of 
an afternoon, Candace somehow rigged 
a budget bungee cord from our bed- 
room’s ceiling fixture. I told her there 
was no way I was dangling my fat ass 
from the Mickey Mouse setup. But she 

\ promised to let me come on her face 

afterward. Somehow, that incentive 
always works; otherwise, | never would 
have allowed her to do me with a strap- 
on that one time. 

Eventually, I was suspended a mere 
inch above the enthralled, nude Candace. 
She diddled herself with a vibrator in hor- 
monal expectation of my first plunge. I 
moved my hips and attempted to lance 
her electrified cooze. 

She whispered, “Not yet. Uhhh, it’s 
going to be so good.” The harness was 
cutting off circulation to my groin and 
working like a giant cock ring. My boner 
quite literally pulsed. I looked down and 
was frightened to see the shaft had grown 
purple and wobbled up and down to the 
thythm of my heartbeat. This had better 
be the fuck of a lifetime, or I would 
undoubtedly end up with a penile ampu- 
tation. 

After an eternity of waiting for 
Candace to stimulate her juices, she was 
ready. | wiggled, fumbled and eventually 
made a successful entry. 

Beneath my suspended dong, Candace 
wailed, “Arrrghh! God, it’s so hard, it 
hurts!” 

Good, | thought, silently cursing her 
for this fucked-up scenario, I slowly fig- 
ured out how to best poke her prone twat. 
I had to admit, the sensation was pretty 

fantastic. She was more into the move- 
ment than she had been in months. The 
bed rocked, and Candace’s grinding groin 
managed to launch me into the air. 

I came back down and back into her 
hot, womanly depths. We had actually 
pulled off a bungee fuck! Once the geni- 
tal pendulum was set in motion, there was 
no stopping our loin-slapping momen- 
tum. Candace’s snizz slurped and sloshed 
as I prodded her, a human pifata who 
wielded his own stick. 

“I’m coming,” she cried. Wild gyra- 
tions engulfed Candace below the waist. 
“I'm coming so fucking hard!” Her legs 
grappled my midsection and pulled me 
ball-deep into scrunt. I heard a loud crack 
and assumed I had broken her abdomen. 
The truth was far worse: My stupid wife 
had pulled out the ceiling fixture. I, along 
with a cheap chandelier and a ton of plas- 
ter, came crashing to the bed. 

It gets worse. My landing was accom- 
panied by a blast of chum in her box, 
Sure, the orgasm was fantastic, but she’s 
probably pregnant. And I didn’t get to 
come on her face. —T.K. 

Eagan, Minnesota 

Send your sexperiences to HUSTLER Hot 
Letters, 8484 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 
900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. @% 
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Noelle stand inside the 
of their Rockville, 

locked in a 
doorway 
Maryland, townhouse, 
passionate kiss. 

To commemorate their first wed- 

ding anniversary, Tony treated his 

25-year-old wife to dinner at a local 
steak house, but the couple has aban- 
doned the rare meat on their plates 
and raced home, overwhelmed by the 
need to consume each other. 
“Come and take it,” says Noelle, 

dropping her dress to the floor and 
standing naked with her arms out- 
stretched in the living room. “I want 
you to eat me up.” 

Tony flicks his tongue down to 
Noelle’s throat and nibbles on her 
tender neck flesh, 
“Do that, baby,” says Noelle. 

Tony's nibbling turns into gnawing. 
His teeth pinch and tug lightly on 
Noelle’s throat, and goose bumps 

shoot down her back, 
Tony slides his hand across his 

writhing partner's slick, wet snatch 
and slips two fingers into her gaping 
gash, Noelle chews her lover's downy 
earlobes first with her lips, then with 
her teeth, 

Excitedly, Tony stretches his wife 
out on the rug. The phone rings. 

Noelle doesn't care. Tony mashes his 
wife's ample breasts together so that 
the nipples stand side by side. He 
chews her lovely nerps, carefully 
observing ‘her reactions to gauge 
how hard to bite. 

“I want your bone,” 
grinding her hips. 

Tony isn't ready. He works down 
Noelle’s lithe body and grazes on the 
tight flesh of her stomach, Noelle 
climbs onto all fours and wiggles her 
ass in the air, desperate to have her 
cunt crammed with cock 
Tony rubs Noelle’s ass in wide cir- 

cles and lightly but firmly slaps the 
round orbs until they blush. He bites 
down hard on Noelle’s ass; she 
moans and wiggles. 

“Fuck me, Tony, please, fuck me 
now,” moans Noelle. Tony resists. 
He still has not munched on her 
thighs and her toes, but as Noelle 

sighs Noelle, 

uw uN 

Restrictive attitudes in the name of so-called morality increasingly take the fun out of fucking. 

Through good, old-fashioned homespun knowledge, hearsay, scientific facts and outright lies, 

this series strives to spread the word that rubbing uglies is a beautiful experience. 

Bite Me 
THE PLEASURE AND PAIN OF EROTIC TEETHING 

BY JOHN EDGAR GONZALEZ * ILLUSTRATION BY TODD JAMES 

guides his throbbing cock into her 
hot, dripping-wet pussy, Tony figures 
he'll have to save those treats for 
another day. 

* . + 

Sex experts agree: For countless 
couples, biting takes sex to explosive 
heights and comes almost natu- 
rally as kissing. According to the 
Kinsey Institute, one out of every 
four men and women engages in bit- 
ing during foreplay. 
“We have all heard of the expres- 

sion, ‘I love you so much that I could 
you up,’” says renowned sex 

therapist Dr. Susan Block. “When we 
seek to get beyond the union of sexu- 
al intercourse, a desire to consume 
takes over, We want to taste [our part- 
ner’s] fluids, their skin, absorb their 
scent—everything that makes them 
alive and sexual.” 

Erotic biting has its roots in early 
human history: primitive blood 
rites, religious rituals, cannibalism 
and human sacrifices all involved 
forms of biting, providing varying 

degrees of pleasure for the person 
being bitten. 
“Those sexual-consumption ritu- 

als are natural. They occurred all 
over the worl ays New York- 
based sex therapist Dr. Judy 
Kuriansky. “Biting allows you to 
regress to the most primitive parts 
of yourself.” 
“There is only so much you can do 

with kissing and sucking and licking, 
which is why I love biting,” says 
Christopher M., a 41-year-old con- 
tractor who lives in Boston. 

“I love the taste of my wife’s 
body: her pussy, her asshole, her 
skin, her mouth—everything!” 
Christopher says. “Biting makes se: 
hot, wild and ani tic. My wife 
loves it when I bite around her butt 
and then tongue her asshole. She 
says biting makes her body even 
more sensitive.” 
“Biting during sex exists at the 

sroads between pleasure and 
ays me Block. “When done 
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Sex Play 

pleasure, and when done incorrectly, it 
results in horrible pain.” 
“Biting can go from a light nibble to 

actually drawing blood,” says Hollywood- 
based dominatrix Mistress Jacqueline. “I 
generally incorporate biting into nipple 
torture, or I might take a few nibbles on 
a slave’s neck while he’s being sus- 
pended and flogged. As long as both 
people are having fun, it’s cool.” 
Why is biting so pleasurable? Dr. Block 

explains that endorphins (pleasure-giving 
hormones) are released into the blood- 
stream when certain areas of the body are 
manipulated. 
“The sides of the neck, the ears, the 

lower back, the back of the thighs, the 
buttocks, chest, nipples, knees, toes, heels 
and the balls of the feet—those are the 
target areas for biting,” notes Block. 
“They are also target areas for acupres- 
sure and acupuncture, where pressure is 
placed for therapeutic ends.” 
Areas close to bones tend to be most 

sensitive. For this reason, the fleshy, fatty 
buttocks can be bitten especially hard, 
When the person being bitten derives 

no pleasure from the biting and is, in fact, 
injured against his or her will, erotic bit- 
ing has crossed the line into assault, as in 
the 1997 incident involving sportscaster 
Marv Albert and his lover of ten years, 
Vanessa Perhach. Perhach accused Albert 
of throwing her onto a bed in a Virginia 
hotel room and biting her on the back 
more than a dozen times. Another 
woman, Patricia Masten, accused Albert 
of biting her and forcing her to perform 
oral sex. 
“Even a masochist does not want gen- 

uine, crippling pain,” says Dr. Block, 
who adds that what Marv Albert did 
was not sexual, but an act of violence— 
little different from Mike Tyson’s infa- 
mous biting attack on Evander 
Holyfield’s ears during a 1997 heavy- 
weight-boxing match. 
“Biting is done as a means of enhancing 

sex, not causing injury,” says Block. “The 
person who is being bitten wields control, 
because the bitee lets the biter know how 
much pressure they can take.” 
Even when both partners know what 

they’re agreeing to, consensual biting can 
reach bizarre extremes. 
Tanya K., a 22-year-old artist who lives 

in New York City, says that biting is what 
her sexuality is all about. 
“Ever since I was a little girl, I loved 

to bite,” she says. “It wasn’t until I was 
in my teens that I had the courage to 
come out of the closet and let the world 

\_know that I am a vampire.” 

The Goth subculture romanticizes death 
and engages in blood sports. Tanya, 
whose body bristles with piercings, dresses 
in tattered black-lace clothing and pow- 
ders her face ghostly white. 
“T only drink the blood of my 

boyfriend,” she says. “When we make 
love, we will bite the different areas of 
each other’s body—the lips, the lower 
neck—and taste each other’s blood. 
“When my teeth break his skin, and the 

coppery taste of his blood enters my 
mouth, it’s so hot, so scary,” she adds. 
“A person who likes to bite someone 

until they bleed demonstrates dangerous 
levels of anger and aggression,” says Dr. 
Kuriansky. “What they suffer from is an 
overdose of Anne Rice novels and a lack 
of common sense.” 

Dr. Block, Dr. Kuriansky and Mistress 
Jacqueline all caution against biting that 
draws blood. 
“The couple involved should be per- 

fectly healthy,” warns Dr. Block. “They 
shouldn't even have a cold. Obviously this 
means no STDs of any kind. It is akin to 
having unprotected sex. Vampires should 
only bite monogamously. If bloodletting 
results from a bite, the area should be 
washed with soap or alcohol to prevent 
any infection.” 
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“My therapist said I need to open up more—do you think this is open enough? 

“What | like is when my boyfriend bites me when he’s eating my pussy. He nibbles 

on my inner thighs first and then pulls gently on my labia with his teeth—not too hard. That really gets me going.” 

“I would advise against it altogether,” 
says Dr. Kuriansky. “Just like there is safe 
sex, there is safe biting. Once you break 
the skin, you have gone too far.” 
Deadly viruses such as AIDS and 

hepatitis C are blood-borne; consuming 
another person’s blood, even a small 
amount, can be a direct route for disease 
transmission. What may seem like play- 
ful vampirism can become a ticket to a 
badly infected wound, prolonged illness 
or an early grave. 

For average folks, biting involves no 
pain, no blood, just exciting tingles. 
“What I really like is when my 

boyfriend bites me when he’s eating my 
pussy,” says Heather S., an account 
executive from Columbus, Ohio, “He 
nibbles on my inner thighs first and then 
pulls gently on my labia with his teeth— 
not too hard, That really gets me going. 
It’s like an ignition. Once we start bit- 
ing, our sex gets real hot. It is the ulti- 
mate in intimacy.” 
“The hood of the clitoris can be bitten 

with great care and with great pleasure,” 
notes Dr. Block. “The same can be said 
for biting the balls. 

“I believe in biting the hand that feeds 
you,” laughs Christopher M., “My wife is 
a great gourmet cook.” @& 
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Today's youths are being raped, molested and murdered with terrifying frequency —much 

of the time at the hands of other children. Our fearful society makes matters worse, jailing 

juvenile sex offenders alongside adults, creating a new breed of hardened sexual predator. 
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Kids Rape In 1980, there was only one program in all of North America that offered 

treatment specifically for juvenile sex offenders. In 1998, there are more than 1,000. 

Dallas, Texas, April 9: Left alone by her 
parents in a van outside her home, Sandy 
wanders down to a suburban creekside. 
There she is seized, undressed, beaten 
with shoes and a brick and gang-raped. 

Finished with her, the rapists push 
Sandy’s naked and bleeding body down a 
concrete embankment into the creek bed, 
where she is left for dead. An uncle 
notices that she is missing. He finds the 
naked and bleeding child and carries her 
home. Sandy is a three-year-old toddler. 
[Her real name has been withheld 
because of her age.] 

Dallas police officers, determined to 
catch Sandy’s attacker, are surprised by 
what they find. An 11-year-old boy, barely 
4-5 and weighing less than 70 pounds, 
confesses to the crime and is convicted 
for assault. 
Two other boys, seven- and eight-year- 

old brothers, admit to taking part in the 
attack, but cannot be prosecuted because 
of their ages. 

Tom’s River, New Jersey, September 27: 
Eddie Werner disappears while selling 
wrapping paper, nuts and candy door-to- 
door for a sixth-grade fund-raiser, The 11- 
year-old boy has hoped to win a pair of 
walkie-talkies. 

Friends and neighbors plaster his mid- 

dle-class neighborhood with missing 
posters. Two days later, tracking dogs 
find Werner's dead body in the woods he 
used as a shortcut home. There is evi- 
dence of strangulation and anal rape. A 
shoe print left by the murderer on the vic- 
tim’s back provides the case’s only clue. 
New Jersey police officers canvass shoe 

stores in Tom's River with a photograph 
showing a red mark left by a sneaker 
tread on the bare back of Eddie Werner’s 
body, looking for leads. 
Eventually, a guilty conscience compels 

Werner’s murderer to confess to the 
crime, but in order to turn himself in to 
the authorities, he is forced to ask his par- 
ents for a ride to the police station. He is 
only 15 years old. 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, April 10: 
Kenneth Ross and Tyree Brown are 
accused in court of raping a mentally 
retarded girl in a middle-school class- 
room. Brown held the struggling girl's 
legs, and Ross penetrated her while a sub- 
Stitute teacher dozed in front of the class- 
room. The girl was 13 years old. 
This case is unusual in that the crimi- 

nals’ names have been released even 
though they are minors. Kenneth Ross 
was 13 years old on the day that he and 
Brown, 14, grabbed their retarded class- 

“I think Paula Jones should cool it with the plastic surgery...” 
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mate’s arms, dragged her behind a 
portable blackboard, threw her to the 
ground and raped her. 

* * * 
These incidents are real—kids are 

molesting, raping and murdering other 
kids. It is estimated that 20% to 30% of 
all rapes and 30% to 50% of incidents of 
child sexual abuse are committed by ado- 
lescents. 

In 1980, there was only one program in 
all of North America that offered treat- 
ment specifically for juvenile sex offend- 
ers. In 1998, there are more than 1,000. 
This statistic implies that an army of 

miniature rapists roams America’s streets. 
Most experts agree that there are now so 
many treatment centers because society 
has become acutely aware of the problem 
posed by juvenile sex predators and is 
determined to do something about it. 

“I think there has always been these 
kinds of behaviors going on, but I think 
we recognize them now and are taking 
them more seriously,” says Dr. Fred 
Berlin, an associate professor of psychia- 
try at the Johns Hopkins University 
School of Medicine. 
Juvenile sex crimes usually take place 

in or near the homes, backyards and 
school yards of both the victims and the 
perpetrators, just beyond the view of 
watchful parents and teachers. 

Victims are often the schoolmates, neigh- 
bors or relatives of the child who commits 
the crime. Most victims of juvenile sex 
crimes are females under the age of 12, but 
same-sex victims are not uncommon. 
“Young children, even infants, are being 

exposed directly to sexuality earlier than 
ten years ago, often by being molested 
and abused themselves,” says Dr. Jim 
Wood, a clinical psychologist with expe- 
rience treating juvenile sex offenders. 
“Kids are being seriously violated early 
in life by adults. 

“It is not uncommon for two- or three- 
year-old children to already be molested,” 
says Dr. Wood. “By the time they get up 
to eight or ten, they may even have devel- 
oped some self-pleasure out of the 
molestation.” 
The New Jersey 15-year-old who is 

accused of murdering and raping Eddie 
Werner in a fit of rage was a victim him- 
self of molestation. A 43-year-old chicken 
hawk befriended the lonely boy in an 
Internet chat room and lured him to his 
home. The older man began by fondling 
the little boy’s genitals and eventually 
sodomized him on a regular basis for over 
a year. Finally, the relationship was dis- 
covered by the boy’s parents. 

(continued on page 74) 
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Blushing tart Linda prepares for the 

last sensual escapade of her single 

life. “In three hours, I'll be married 

to a really nice man named Colin,” 

laments the lacy bride-to-be. 

“Unfortunately, my nice Irish hus- 

band is hung like a leprechaun.” 
Linda parts her betrothed bush. 
“Luckily, I have the chance to savor 

the pleasures of a monster cock 

before I say ‘I do’ to eternity with a 

needle dick. Why else would Colin’ 

best man leave the bathroom door 

open if he didn’t want me to admire 
his schlong?” Linda fondles her firm 

tits. “I was still wearing my lace 

nightie when I opened the bathroom 

door. I gave him so much wood, he 
couldn’t finish pissing, I told him to 

come to my room while Colin was 

sleeping off the bachelor party. I 
can’t wait to feel his huge prick slid- 

ing into my wet cunt.” Linda fucks 
her glistening hole, “Her wedding 

day should be the happiest day in a 
woman’s life.” 
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Kids Rape An angry, 
(continued from page 66) 

fearful and concerned public simultaneously hungers for tabloid 

headlines of lurid atrocities and demands summary justice for appalling crimes. 

Although the boy came from a loving, 
two-parent family in a middle-class 
neighborhood, his mother sensed some- 
thing was wrong with her son almost 
from birth. The boy’s violent tendencies 
surfaced soon after the pedophilic rela- 
tionship was exposed. 
The boy’s parents encouraged the trou- 

bled child to hit a punching bag in the 
garage to work out spells of uncontrol- 
lable anger, Convinced that their son was 
on the verge of unleashing his violent 
rage onto another person, the couple 
begged a New Jersey court to place the 
child into a foster-care facility. 
Despite the protests of the child’s 

frightened parents, a New Jersey judge 
sent the boy home. Eddie Werner was 
raped and killed only days later. 
While a certain percentage of juvenile 

sex offenders were themselves molested 
by adults, many others were not, and 
many victims of molestation do not go on 
to victimize others. This blurring of cause 
and effect confounds experts who strug- 
gle to shed light on the origins of these 
troubling behaviors, 
Almost all juvenile sex offenders are 

boys; the only other consistency from 
case to case is an appetite for sexual vio- 
lence. Juvenile sex offenders run the 
gamut of race and class. These youths 

learn to hide deviant behaviors and, as a 
result, tend to be loners. 

Clinical psychologists are scrambling to 
account for the violent sexual behaviors 
of these brutal kids. An angry, fearful and 
concerned public simultaneously hungers 
for tabloid headlines of lurid atrocities 
and demands summary justice for 
appalling crimes. 
How does society deal with a child who 

displays a sociopathological lack of con- 
science and isn’t afraid of punishment? In 
Dallas, the answer was to focus national 
media attention on the crime and to try 
the 11-year-old killer as an adult. 
After admitting that he brutally raped 

three-year-old Sandy, the boy faced 40 
years in prison. 

“T have not seen him exhibit any sign of 
remorse,” says Juliana Moore, the proba- 
tion officer on the case. 
“No matter how big a monster you try 

to make him out to be, he is still a little 
boy,” counters Garry Cantrell, the child’s 
defense attorney. 

Eventually, the child was sentenced to 
ten years in a juvenile facility. 
“The demagogues in the legislature 

want to try 10- and 11-year-olds as 
adults,” judge Hal Gaither told the jury 
after reading its verdict. “You have sent a 
message that the adult system is not 

“I feel for ya, kid—my father fucked me over too!” 
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where these young people belong.” 
Many prosecutors and citizens con- 

cerned about alarming preteen crime rates 
disagree with Gaither and seek the harsh- 
est possible sentences for juvenile sex 
offenders. 
A few jurisdictions, including Washing- 

ton, D.C., insist that a juvenile charged 
with rape shall automatically be tried in 
adult court. 
“There are cases where we will look for 

an appropriate program for a kid,” says 
Susan Powers, assistant head deputy of 
the Sex Crimes division of the Los 
Angeles District Attorney’s office. “There 
are also cases where we say that this kid 
is going to be prosecuted as an adult and 
we want prison time for them. 
“Sometimes cases are pursued [in adult 

court] because of the severity of the crime 
or if it is a repeat offense,” says Powers. 
Powers concedes that “there’s a good 

chance that” a youth who enters the juve- 
nile system as a psychologically dis- 
turbed child is likely to leave it, by the 
age of 21, a hardened adult rapist or child 
molester. 
Nonetheless, prosecutors persist in 

seeking adult jail time for children, 
“It’s a way to fast-forward them right 

up to the big time,” says Dr, Wood. “A lot 
of them are sent to juvenile hall angry, 
masturbating five times a day, having 
lots of homosexual contact with other 
kids and fusing their sex and aggression 
drives a little bit more so that they'll be 
angry sexual predators when they get out 
of jail. Beware when these kids get into 
their 20s.” 
The citizens of California have 

approved laws that can keep a juvenile 
sexual predator in jail indefinitely. 
The Sexually Violent Predator Law 

calls for convicted sex criminals to be 
examined by Department of Mental 
Health psychiatrists before being paroled. 
If the state’s psychiatrists determine that 
there remains potential for sexual preda- 
tion, a prisoner can be referred to a men- 
tal hospital for two years, renewable 
every two years for the rest of his life. 

Residential treatment programs are the 
last hope for young sex offenders who are 
fortunate enough not to have been sent to 
juvenile-detention centers or adult pris- 
ons. Many of the rehabilitation efforts are 
hopelessly inadequate to the severity of 
the problem. Far from helping to heal 
these troubled youths, some residential 
programs make matters worse. 
When Arizona's Pima County Juvenile 

Detention Center had become severely 
overcrowded, and the only locked adult 
facility that dealt with sex criminals had 
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Kids Rape At the point of arousal, an aversive video is shown, depicting such horrors 

as the sexual offender being shocked with penile implants, castrated by a surgeon and shot by his victim's father. 

tun out of beds, the state of Arizona 
began sentencing youths to the Pines, a 
state-of-the-art, private residential treat- 
ment center designed to deal solely with 
juvenile sex offenders. 
Hardened rapists and molesters as old 

as 17 mingled with patients as young as 
ten at the Tucson facility. Patients 
ranged from the well-liked, honor-roll 
student to the slow kid with a learning 
disability to the sweet and innocent- 
seeming boy next door. 
One 17-year-old inmate who was thrust 

in with these relative innocents had 
molested 65 children since he began at 
the age of nine and claimed that his idol 
was serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer. 
The Pines was intended to provide a neu- 

tral environment in which the juveniles 
could begin to heal, but, in fact, a sexually 
charged atmosphere predominated. 
Inmates, aching to give vent to their 
deviant urges, plastered the walls of their 
rooms with pictures of naked children cut 
from National Geographic magazines. 
Sexual encounters between patients 

were routinely uncovered, often with one 
of the participants claiming to have been 
sexually assaulted. 
Inmates loudly denounced staff mem- 

bers and claimed to have been abused 
(sexually. Four teens reported that a 21- 

year-old staffer had fondled them and 
performed oral sex on them. Most of 
these stories were later recanted. 

Eventually, the Pines erupted into a 
full-scale riot, with inmates punching 
and kicking holes into walls big enough 
to walk through, flipping their bunks 
over and threatening staff members with 
death and rape. 
Mental-health technician Margaret 

Meyer recalls how one rioter snarled, “I'l 
take you down bitch, and I'll hurt you.” 
The Pines is one example of a dramatic 

failure in rehabilitating juvenile rapists. 
Similar centers across the country are 
currently using bizarre and unproven 
methods to combat the urge to sexual 
violence. 
Many treatments for juvenile sex 

offenders involve exposure to sadistic, 

sexually deviant stimuli, such as explicit 
photos and stories. One questionnaire 
asks youths to rate their arousal to fantasy 
scenarios of forced sex with five- and six- 
year-old girls and the anal rape of a 
seven-year-old boy. 

A plethysmograph, an electronic gadget 
that measures the erectile response of the 
penis, is used on boys as young as ten 
years old. When aroused by illicit fantasy 
scenarios, the children are given negative 
stimuli in an attempt to break them out of 

Why Monica Lewinsky wouldn't let Clinton eat her pussy. 
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deviant arousal patterns. 
“It’s just not clear that sexual orienta- 

tion or sexual makeup can be unlearned 
in that fashion,” says Dr. Berlin of Johns 
Hopkins. 
These conditioning therapies are highly 

controversial. In spite of mounting ethical 
concerns, the arousal-punishment process 
continues to be implemented by desperate 
parents and officials lacking proven 
options. 
Ammonia therapy is a popular alterna- 

tive treatment, Subjects are forced to 
inhale ampules of ammonia while listen- 
ing to tape recordings of their deviant 
sexual fantasies being read out loud, 
sometimes for hours at a time, 
Using computer-aided virtual reality, 

vicarious sensitization, or VS, requires a 
child to wear 3D goggles and watch an 
enactment of a vicious sex crime to make 
the youth feel as if he is actually taking 
part in the actions being performed, such 
as raping or fondling a child. 

At the point of arousal, an aversive 
video vignette is shown, depicting such 
horrors as the sexual offender being 
shocked with penile implants, castrated 
by a surgeon and shot by his victim’s 
father. Other videos show a victim fanta- 
sizing about cutting off the sexual 
offender’s penis and throwing the body 
into a river. A preacher warns of divine 
punishment through sexual disease. 
“The danger is that such methods may 

put a masochistic twist on the pain and 
pleasure, and the kid will still act out, but 
now they act, and they like to be pun- 
ished,” says Dr. Wood. “It may bring 
about a worse kind of disorder, drive 
them further underground. Their sex 
drive may be something they are just able 
to hold back, then they go on a major sex- 
ual binge.” 
Approximately half of adult sex offend- 

ers display sexually deviant behavior in 
adolescence. For this reason, effective 
treatment of juvenile offenders could go a 
long way toward reducing the impact of 
sexual assault in our society. 
Juveniles in custody have a 

Constitutionally protected “right to treat- 
ment.” This right, in many instances, 
comes directly into conflict with the 
Constitutional protection against “cruel 
and unusual” punishment. 
When A. M. was taken into custody for 

molesting younger children, he was a 
mildly retarded 16-year-old who would 
place plastic bags over his head while 
masturbating. The troubled youth also 
had a penchant for torturing and killing 
small animals, including a neighbor's cat. 

(continued on page 152) 
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“Harold, this feud with the neighbor has got to stop! 
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“My ideal man is a sniveling little bastard who lives for the day I let him lick 

my gash,” sneers dber-cunt Helene. “Pussy eating is an honor he'll work up to.” 
Helene caresses her stockinged arches. “Starting at my feet. After he’s finished 
mowing the lawn in the nude, my indentured dream fuck will give my toes a 

nice, long tongue bath, If I'm feeling generous, | might return the favor with a 
hot-piss shower.” Helene casts an admirin g glance at her long, muscular legs. 
“It sucks that a body as beautiful as mine goes unworshiped, but where do I find 
a man who isn’t afraid of a little hard work...and humiliation?” 





















Miss Smith gave her third graders a vocabulary lesson. 

“Who can use the word definitely in a sentence?” 

A little girl in the front row raised her hand. 

“The sky is definitely blue.” 

“I’m sorry, Amy,” Miss Smith said. “But the sky is 
sometimes gray or orange.” 

“I know,” called Mark. “Trees are definitely green.” 

“Nice try, Mark, but in the autumn, trees change to yel- 
low, red and even brown.” 

Little Johnny leaped from his chair. 

“Excuse me, Miss Smith, but does a fart have lumps?” 
Horrified, Miss Smith replied, “Of course not, 

Johnny!” 

“Okay. Then I have definitely shit my pants.” 

Question: Why do women have two sets of lips? 
Answer: So they can piss and moan at the same time. 

Bin and his date, Yvonne, were making out passionately 

in the movies when Bill’s toupee slid off. 

As he groped frantically in the dark for the hairpiece, 
Bill slipped his hands between Yvonne’s legs and fondled 
her pussy. 

“Oh, yes, Bill, that’s it!” the girl cried. 

“Tt can’t be,” Bill whispered. “I part mine on the side.” 

Jim’s father returned from the doctor with an ashen look 

on his face. 

“It’s cancer, Jim. The doctor has given me six months 

to live. But instead of feeling sorry for myself, I’ve 

decided to go out with my closest friends and celebrate 
the fact that I’ve led such a full life.” 

At the local bar, the ill man ordered drinks for all his 

drinking buddies. Later, he announced that he was 

dying of AIDS. 
“Why did you tell them you had AIDS, Dad?” Jim 

asked on the way home. 

“Because I don’t want them fucking your mother when 

I’m gone.” 
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Kathy called her mother with some exciting news. 

“I’ve met a wonderful Greek man, Mother. I’m in love 

with him, and we are going to be married.” 

“That's fine with me, Kathy,” her mother replied. “But 

whatever you do, don’t let him turn you over when you're 
in bed.” 

After she was married about six months, Kathy and her 

husband were lying in bed. Her husband looked into her 
eyes and said tenderly, “Why don’t you turn over 

tonight?” 

“No way,” Kathy said. “My mother always told me 

never to turn over.” 

“What’s the matter?” her bewildered husband asked. 

“Don’t you want to have children?” 

The HUSTLER dictionary defines senoreater as: a 
Mexican prostitute. 

A country girl went to visit her cousin in the city. 
When the young bumpkin stepped off the train in her 

summer dress, her cousin noticed the girl’s knees were 

skinned raw. 

“What happened to your knees?” she asked. 
“Oh, that?” the comely hillbilly said. “That’s from 

doin’ it doggy-style.” 

“Don’t you know any other positions?” 

“Sure,” the girl blushed, “but my doggy don’t.” 

Question: Did you hear Michael Jackson came down 

with food poisoning? 

Answer: He ate a three-year-old wiener. 

Mary went to the gynecologist with an embarrassing 

problem. 

“My husband says my vagina has a terrible odor, but 

when I bend over and take a whiff of my crotch, I swear I 

don’t smell anything.” 

The doctor told Mary to put her feet in the stirrups and 

performed a thorough examination. 

“Well, Mary,” he said finally, “you definitely need an 

operation.” 

“On my vagina?” Mary ventured timidly. 

“No, on your nose!” 

HUSTLER Humor jokes are sent to us by our readers, If 
you've heard a gut-buster lately, why not send it our way? 
Submit your jokes to HUSTLER Joke Page, 8484 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. Or E-mail jokes 
to hustler@lfp.com. If your joke is selected, we'll send you a 
check for $50. Sorry —we cannot return submissions. 









rsiuts Asia smiles sexily. Her raven hair reaches far down her back. Carrera’s 

plump breasts sit high on her chest, and she peels a red G-string down her fantastic, porn-star ass. 

Asia Carrera hunches over a keyboard in 
front of a bank of computers, printers and 
scanners. Dressed in a T-shirt and sweat- 
pants, wearing no makeup and inhabiting 
a setting that resembles NASA mission 
control, Asia hardly looks the part of a 

25-year-old porn slut hard at work in the 
billion-dollar smut trade. 
This image of a glamour girl on laundry 

day is part of the scenery at www.asiacar- 
rera.com, a popular adult Internet site— 
scenery that includes hard-core videos 
alongside snapshots from Asia’s every- 
day life. 
On the next computer image that scrolls 

down the screen, Asia smiles sexily. Her 
raven hair reaches far down her back. 
Carrera’s plump breasts sit high on her 
chest, and she peels a red G-string down 
her fantastic, porn-star ass, 

BEST CUM-SHOTS 
www.wifeysworld.com 

$9.95/MONTH 

Wifey’s cum-splattered visage has graced 
the Internet for only a short while, but she 
has established herself as the queen of glop 
gluttons. Subscribers to Wifey’s World can 
download hundreds of photos and video 
clips of her taking facials and drinking cum 
from wine glasses, mugs, condoms and 
straight from the source: partner Hubby’s 

HUCK 
DEPENDING ON YOUR ==. 
MeFINITION 

massive meat sword, capable of impossibly 
voluminous jizz loads. 
At one time, Wifey’s tapes were stopped 

at the border by Canadian customs offi- 
cials, due to “excessive ejaculation.” 

. * . 
Asia Carrera’s Web site is visited some 

20,000 times per day, not including repeat 
visitors, which is modest by some Internet- 

sex standards. Nonetheless, Carrera earns 
“five figures” on both her membership and 
merchandise sites each month. Visitors can 
ogle nude pics, read her thoughts about 
breaking up with her boyfriend, buy 
movies, chat with the star and even buy 
Asia’s panties, complete with a Polaroid of 
her wearing them. What visitors really 
want to see is Asia slurping schlongs, and 
for $10 a month, they can have that too. 
“Internet sex is instantly available at 

your fingertips, 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week,” says the reclusive Carrera 
in an online interview. “You don’t have to 
leave the house, you won't get spotted 
buying a smut mag or entering a porno 
shop, and when you're done, you just 
click off the screen and walk away.” 

BEST AMATEUR SITE 

www.ladyluvins.com 
FREE 

Luvins, with her petite, natural breasts, 

OV 
oF Fuck 

is a breath of fresh air in an industry 
dominated by surgically enhanced Barbie 
clones. Her homemade videos are avail- 
able for between $20 to $40 and can be 
sampled and purchased on the site. 

In one film, set in a Florida hotel room 
and quaintly titled Video #9, Luvins ties 
brick shithouse Tantra spread-eagle to a 
bed. Notes that accompany the clip 
narrate: 

“A new toy! A vibrating dildo with a 
string of balls. Slammin’ it deep...thumb 
workin’ the clit...a very intense double cum! 
Time for a break? No way! Fuck her with 
the gel dildo ’n’ the pocket rocket on her 
clit, Her chest heaves as she comes again!” 

* * * 
“I was tired of sending Fed Ex packages 

when I had spoken with someone on the 
phone that needed photos,” says Jacklyn 
Lick, a veteran of 200 adult films. “I 
could just direct them to the Web site.” 
Lick was introduced to computers in 

1991 when she traded a bachelor’s party 
for her first PC. 
“T ran a service in Oregon called the Lick 

Sisters,” she recalls. “We deep-throated 
bananas, had black-light body paints. I 
talked to a guy who wanted a show; he 
mentioned that he built computers, and we 
traded. He really hooked me up.” 
Since then, www.jacklynlick.com has 

become an increasingly large part of 
Lick’s life: She provides live video feeds 
from her bedroom for subscribers and 
hopes to have cameras rolling in her bed- 
room 24 hours a day. 

BEST BLONDE 
www.taylorwane.com 

$9,95/MONTH 

The Goldilocks of porn with the great 
big breasts puts on a show in this exten- 
sive Web site that leans toward fetish and 
sex with overendowed black men. 
“Have you been a bad boy or a good 

girl?” asks Wane, dressed in a black-latex 
corset that highlights her golden tresses. 
“Shall I reward you by letting you gaze 
upon your mistress in her finest PVC?” 
Wane promptly drops the suspense—and 

her clothes—and allows naughty and nice 
viewers alike to observe her cunt crammed 
in scenes from recent fuck videos. 
Dozens of theme links in her Planet 

Porno pay section feature porn super- 
stars, blondes and girls who have just 
reached their 18th birthdays in scum- 
slurping action. 

* * . 

“It’s the future; almost everyone has a 
Web site,” says Tasha Addams, the big- 
titted empress of www.tashaaddams.com. 

(continued on page 102) 
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Craig helps spoiled young heiress 

Jasmine shop for a car in his ritzy 

showroom. 

“Safety is my main priorit 

Jasmine, inspecting the inte 
rior of a Mercedes. “Dual air bags 

are essential.” 

Craig glances at Jasmine’s tits. 
I'd say you're pretty well 

equipped already.” 

“You're very rude,” 

woman snaps, “and furthermore 

Craig unzips his pants and 

silences Jasmine’s bitter tirade 

sweet dose of dick. 

You look so hot with my prick 

in your mouth,” says the lusty 
salesman, rubbing his fingers at 

the wet junction of her lips and 

his cock. 
Todd closes the sale by splurging 

his money-shot on the ballbusting 

rich bitch’s face 

Jasmine sighs and wipes the 
splooge from her cheeks. “You 

drive a hard bargain,” she says, 

“but I'll take it.” 
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ybers u More than one quarter of households that own computers visit adult sites 

SS 

each month, and sex is the most searched-for word on the Internet. 

“Guys always want more. They don’t just 
want eight pages in a magazine—they 
want three or four hundred pictures plus 
videos, and they get that in a Web site.” 

BEST BONDAGE SITE 

www.ashleyrenee.com 
$9.95/MONTH 

Visitors to wwwashleyrenee.com will 
find the half-Russian, half-Italian and 
100% slutty porn star displayed in all her 
glory. The opening image shows the pretty 
brunette ball-gagged and bound, with her 
legs crossed and her arms pinned behind 
her back. Ropes constrict her fleshy tits. 

To accompany a photo of Renee wear- 
ing a latex maid's outfit, a dog collar and 
nipple clamps, she writes: 

“I was working with Jimmy, and I kept 
telling him I was fine, until he put me ina 
tight corset, he pulled my hands through 
my legs. My body felt so heavy, I felt par- 
alyzed. And all of a sudden, I couldn't 
move. I started focusing on my breathing. 
I really thought I was gonna pass out.” 
Ashley updates the site with around 15 

new pics every week and plans to add film 
clips in the near future. 

* . * 
Web sites have become as synonymous 

with porn stars as silicone breasts, but as 
recently as 1994, Brandy Alexandre was 

one of few porn performers with an 
online presence. The notion that an adult- 
film star was actually on the other end of 
a computerized conversation was so 
novel that Alexandre had trouble estab- 
lishing her identity. 
“T went through a lot of grilling as being 

some fat, bald, cigar-smoking guy getting 
his jollies,” Alexandre recalls. “I was the 
only truly accessible porn star, and fans 
came out of the woodwork.” 

Porn queens gravitate toward the 
Internet for a variety of reasons. Many 
cherish the simultaneous intimacy and 
distance they can have with fans. Asia 
Carrera sought refuge from the AIDS 
scare that is currently vexing the busi- 
ness. Mimi Miyagi wanted to take time 
off work to have a child. One reason 
unites almost all porn sluts: money. 

BEST WEBMASTERING 

www.rebeccalord.com 
$15/MONTH 

Click on French porn star Rebecca 
Lord's jutting breasts on the opening page 
of this site, and the actress turns, offers her 
hard, high ass and invites Web surfers 
inside to find hundreds of photos and video 
clips of this fellating frog in action. 
Most Web pages that feature flaming 

icons and rippling Java effects only suc- 
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ceed in slowing their sites to a crawl, but 
Lord manages to make hers dance with- 
out stalling a surfer’s browser. 
Members can E-mail Lord to set up pri- 

vate, interactive live-video sessions and 
can enter contests to win free member- 
ships and merchandise. 

. * * 
When the Internet exploded in popular- 

ity in the mid-1990s, major corporations 
saw the potential to make a mint market- 
ing to the well-educated, high-income 
demographic that utilizes computers. 
Pornography is one of the few industries 
that has managed to find a way to reap 
handsome profits off the new medium. As 
a result, smut is steadily taking control of 
the information superhighway. 
More than one quarter of households 

that own computers visit adult sites each 
month, and sex is the most searched-for 
word on the Internet. 

BEST LIVE SEX 
www.nicisterling.com 

$19.95/MONTH 

Sterling's deviant imagination brings 
every conceivable form of sexual expres- 
sion to this site, much of it available live 
via digital cameras that transmit images 
of transsexuals, porn queens, gays and 
amateurs doing what they do best. 
Web surfers who download teleconfer- 

encing software from the site can chat 
with strippers while they perform. Spy 
cams surveil locker rooms, showers and 
bedrooms. Membership also includes 
access to video clips of classic Nici 
Sterling moments in orgies, double pene- 
trations and all-she-can-eat mvatfests, 

* . * 
Although exact figures are hard to come 

by, cyberporn is wildly profitable by any 
measure. A recent survey by /nteractive 
Week magazine estimates that 10,000 adult 
sites rake in as much as $1 billion a year. 

“It’s so easy to make money in this 
industry that people just throw stuff 
against a wall and see what sticks,” says 
Benet Garcia, a producer for GMH, a 
company that develops adult Internet 
sites. “At first, a Web page was some- 
thing it was cute to have. Now it’s some- 
thing you’re expected to have, and soon it 
will be something you need to have.” 

BEST ASIAN 

www.minkaxxx.com 
$7.95/MONTH 

An otherwise slender Korean with a 
44JJ chest, Minka provides 2,600 hard- 
core photos for Web surfers in search of a 
get-off. A generous helping of video clips 

(continued on page 110) 
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Cybersluts 

includes “500 gorgeous girls, and not 
one ugly one!” 
Minka makes her own videos and sells 

them online. Why? “You want to see anal 
or facial pop-shots, then you get the video 
from me. I'm not going to let you see me 
take it in the face for a $3 rental, and I 
don't even get the $3.” She also offers 
custom videos and live shows. 

* * * 
Many fans know their favorite porn 

queens only as semen-slurping sex slaves. 
The advent of the Internet allows fans to 
know them as semen-slurping sex slaves 
with personality. Web pages, replete with 
hard-core shots, are often accompanied 
by quaint personal details, allowing con- 
sumers a glimpse of porn stars’ underly- 
ing humanity. 
“My Web page gives my fans a feeling 

of intimacy with me. They are able to 
know me better and on a less superficial 
level,” says newcomer Eden Rae. 

“I can write, ‘I didn’t get my UPS ship- 
ment,’ and then I can put, ‘but I still love 
sucking cock,’” says porn legend Vanessa 
Del Rio. “It adds that personal touch.” 
“What’s wrong with personalizing a 

cum-guzzling slut?” asks Jacklyn Lick. 
“We are no different than anyone else; we 
just have sex better. We still go grocery 

\_ shopping. I work as a child’s-rights advo- 

(continued from page 102) 

“You want to see anal or facial pop-shots, then you get the video from 

me. I’m not going to let you see me take it in the face for a $3 rental, and | don’t even get the $3.” 

cate on occasion. Doesn't mean I don’t 
enjoy giving a mean blowjob.” 

BEST BIG-BOOB SITE: 

www.chessiemoore.com 
$29/MONTH 

Other porn queens have bigger jugs, and 
no, Moore’s gazongas are not real, but on 
the other hand, the self-proclaimed 
Dutchess of Down and Dirty perfected the 
art of phone sex during a live feed by 
inserting a receiver into her pussy. Moore 
offers film clips, regular live feeds and hun- 
dreds of hard-core sex photos, Of course, 
there's plenty of big-boob action for fans of 
the blond star with the 48DD chest. 

. * * 
Brandy Alexandre sees the trend 

toward personalizing sites as an insincere 
ploy to separate loyal fans from their 
money on the part of actresses prepared 
to do anything to stand out in the flood of 
Web sites. 
“The ultravixen sexpot image is so 

overplayed; so they want to go to the 
other directions with the I’m-a-person- 
too approach,” says Alexandre. 
“Porn stars claiming to be the girl next 

door alongside pictures of a double pen- 
etration are really making fools of them- 
selves,” she adds. “Any site that says, in 

‘I love sex, I love my fans, I get 

ANIMALS OF NORTH AMERICA 
THE WEASEL 
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so hot,” and has anything for sale is look- 
ing upon their fans and site visitors as 
cash cows.” 

MOST EXTENSIVE SITE 

www.jordanlee.com 
$14.95/MONTH 

Lee's personal home page is a generous 
collection of soft-core images of the sto- 
ried slattern, but for a monthly fee, visi- 
tors can access Lee's Porn Stars 
Uncensored, one of the few sites where a 
month's membership isn't enough time to 
view the thousands of hard-core photo 
layouts featuring hundreds of actresses. 

In Lee's video-clip archive alone, more 
than 65 big-name actresses compete to 
provide jackoff fodder. Hard-core photos 
and film clips are organized by cate- 
gories, including facials, cum-shots, anal, 
transsexuals, big tits, gang-bangs, interra- 
cial sex, sex toys and double penetrations. 

. * . 
Some porn queens have little remorse 

about making substantial incomes off of 
their Internet efforts, Wearing five pairs of 
underwear every day just to keep up with 
demand, they are making money for them- 
selves, with no middleman taking a cut. 
“The Internet has allowed all the 

women in this industry, and there's a lot 
of them out there, the chance to market 
and make money for themselves,” says 
Tasha Addams. 
“Every move you make, you can be 

making money off of,” says Addams. “If 
people want to watch me sit on my couch 
while I watch TV and pay me $5.99 a 
minute for it, why not? I may wire my 
whole house.” 

BEST BEHIND-THE-SCENES SITE 

www.kamikaze.org 
FREE 

Even though Brandy Alexandre has 
been out of the business for six years, and 
her Web page has little in the way of 
hard-core sex, this site gets a consistently 
high stream of visitors. The only way to 
account for this bizarre anomaly is that 
Alexandre has something to say that peo- 
ple want to hear. 
Alexandre’s notes and journal entries 

provide a glimpse of what it’s like to be on 
the receiving end of hundreds of cum- 
shots over the course of a career in blue 
movies. A section that includes the com- 
plete scripts to X-rated films is very pop- 
ular among fans seeking proof that such a 
thing as a porn script exists. 
In the notes that accompany the script to 

her 1989 film, Blowing in Style, she writes: 
“I really don't remember a lot about 

(continued on page 152) 
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Michele is a 24-year-old artist from Shreveport, Louisiana. 

Michele digs camping and dancing. The weet 

strumpet considers herself “quite intelligent and would 

like to make love to glamour waif Kate Moss. 

Hot lesbo action is always in vogue. 
Photo by Boyfriend 

Shelly is a 26-year-old nurse's 
assistant. Watching basketball, 
four-wheeling and having sex 

all sor like a barrel of fun to 
this Winter Harbor, Maine, 
local. “I’m open to any new 

experiences,” writes Shelly. Pick 
up a copy of HU: R'S 
TABOO for inspiration. 

Photo by Husband 



Sumptuous Mariana hails from 
Lake Charles, Louisiana. The 
32-year-old entertainer likes 

playing with dogs and dreams 
of having sex in an open field. 
A rigorous game of fetch in a 
grassy meadow will bring out 

the animal in anyone. 
Photo by Friend 
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Maureen of Chicago, Mlinois, is a fashion designer and 

dabbler in the sapphic arts. The 25-year-old thrillseeker 

is dying to share her female lover with her boyfriend. 

“Maybe she and I could suck him off together and share 

his juice,” the salacious seamstress writes, Good, old- 

fashioned teamwork makes this country great. 
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Modest Amanda of Toronto, 
Canada, is on a quest to find “some- 

one as good in bed as me.” In her 
Spare time, the 25-year-old exotic 
dancer likes to work out. Better 

work out some of your ego issues 
while you're at it, Amanda. 
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Sexual harassme 

Veronica of Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, takes the liberty of 

exposing her nearly bald pussy to 

millions of HUSTLER readers. 

Dedicated to maintaining a vibrant 

marriage, the 32-year-old dancer 

wants to be with another woman 

while her husband watches. 
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Heather Latricia is 4 20-year-old “self-pierced st.” Ti ; 
a loves.to. paint, re ae 4 Nude Surfing is next on 

nda, Hang loose, and 
lls, Heather Latricia, 
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Karen, a salesperson from Chicago, Illinois, drives a hard 
bargain when it comes to love. The 26-year-old hottie, who 
raises exotic animals in her spare time, believes her sexual 
fantasies should be known “only by my lover.” If you ever 
have the urge to confess, Karen, our trained staff of erotic 
operators are waiting to take your call. 
Photo by Friend 
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Sexual fantasy. In the mean- ~style passion in bed sounds dandy 
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~5* long, '/," thick grooved jelly probe 
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with softly veined surtace for heightened pumping pleasures! Mutt 
speed twist base. 
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curved tip {8 veined for hot G-spot stimulation! Studded base delights 
iitoris with multi-speed vibration 
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{tem #3831 Wes Samoe. ( door slot satisfying 
9. Purple Velned G-Spot Vibe ~ Watch her purr! 7” long jelly vibe with sex with homy \ 
studded base Is curved for hot G-spot strokin'! Multi-speed twist base hunks and each — a laey= eetinserde 

Item #6622 Was"$30,057 other! Hand picked too! Choose Medium (3'/," long, from our nastiest 
FREE VIBRATOR GUIDE ~ With any vibrator purchase, we'll archives! All 

mide - ELECTRIC ECSTASY. You xplicit 4 videos will arrive on ARATSPEL ya eta ttn 
ding the one EP mode VHS videocassette Extenelon™ 

1 
G-Spot, achieving mind-bending orgasms, and more! Fully illus Item #6615 YOURS FREE Item #3982 Large Natural 
trated. A $4.95 Value - YOURS FREE with your purchase! Extension 

ean ee.” lL ee ( 
P.0. Box 900 * Dept HH213 * Carrboro, NC 27510 

Please rush the products listed in plain packaging. Item # Price 
PLUS my FREE video, vibrator guide and hot sex 
catalog! 

include a free 
how-to's for getting the most from your vibrator 

4 Charge My: [7] V in Express 

Vibrator Guide 

Hot Sex Catalog 

#6615 22 Free XXX Videos (p&h)| $ 4.95 

ORDER TOTAL $ 

24 Hours = ORDER BY PHONE: 7 Days 

800-274-0333 1-800-794-3318 

100% 
Money-Back 
Guarantee! 

Address 

Visit our website ~ 



5298 PER MIN ALL MAJOR CO. C 

$2.98 PER Mite "0! YOU 

ive-omis fk vou 
ON Your MAC or P.c. WWW. MIMMYWEB com 

a eit Wik P50) AVE LVI duvant to suck your cock) 
tu site RASS & 5 5 a Pall [night long! Call mel 

aig € YOu 
Ala Kegel 

1:888- 
WE-DATE-U 

As tow as $2.50/min. “ 

ewe 

| “8010-705 

credit cards. 
check-by-phone 



FULL LENGTH 
FEATURE 
RRR VIDEO 

4-8300-4445- 

1-900-995-1¢ a= 7e 

and ready, > 

ry 

: — F J 
2 ¢ 4 

ima“ = - i 
‘i 1 

Luscious Kelly O’Dell opens her mind and 
legs for a virtual reality toy. She finds a - —_ - 24 HOURS 
stud burying his face in her pretty muff. . 
Kelly and Tina “visualize” a fingering fan- 

+ m tasy of 5 females with a beefy buff hunk. - x 1c nates, 
. Sultry Sierra and Kelly share licks on a 

WIRGI man’s love muscle before they bend over fresh, 18 year old PUSSY _ Must be 16+ 
4 for it—MORE with Tiffany Mynx and 

Fhe EE Deborah Wells! 90 X-rated minutes. 

with $9.95 Video Purchase 

This super-stretchy jelly masturbator 

seme san envelope your bulging penis 
Pfleshy flower. Lavish your 

the removable vibrating egg to the 
4 Opposite end and savor multi-speed 

vibrations to o mind-bending, orgasmic 
‘ release! Eggis powered by 

INCLUDES 2 AA batteries (sold separately). 
FREE 

LUBE! 100% MONEY-BACK GUARANTEED! 

tea ORDER BY PHONE TOLL FREE! 1-800-274-0333 26 siows/7 boys 
Se uaukem Tell your call representative you want offer F120) Ne 

Costomers Or Fax Your Order 1-800-794-3318 
v CLIP AND MAIL WITH PAYMENT TODAY W 

O i Dept. [HH212] * P.O. Box 900 © Carrboro, NC 27510) 
J want the VIRTUAL SEX feature = 
video for $9.95 plos THE H ‘MetHoo oF Payment: [) VISA 
VIRTUAL VIRGIN shipped in 

Mastercard 
(Sorry no Cash or COD). 

plain packaging. 

Hem #5091 
VIRTUAL SEX 

American Express 

For Explicit Dominance 
At international Rates 

THE VIRTUAL VIRGIN $ 

24Hrs. For ripe Training 18+ 

Tales +900 { 0-346 ig SM $2.49/min 



mm 1-800-555-10Ni1 
my 61-800-555-1661 

MY TIGHT ASS 
1S JUST 
WAITING 

TO SQUEEZE 
ey YOUR cock! 

zuavay 1-900- 
LOVE-ASS ¥- 
1-900-568-3277 / 

For Extra 

Wild Sex Call. 

[900546 
SUCK “ 

Seycty 
VE TN 41-B00-619-100 
Tont 4-900-993-5144 

ER A 
ie 1888 ws 

ner LNG — 
st k - 

Wa r4y4 eas. CALL & GET OFF! DON is 00 
L-} = 
= 

+ FEMINIZATION + PANTIES| 
+ HUMILIATION > SHAVING) 

bat) 



LIVE GIRLS! 24 HOURS! xxx 

1-800-31 

TWO GIRLS WILL FUCK U! 
1-900-938-6275 

BI-COLLEGE STUDS 
1-868-264-2697 

ALL HARDCORE ANAL FUCK! 

A f B. 

“SBLOWJOBS ASS FUCKING? 

BARELY LEGAL SLUTS! 
ALL LIVE ALL SLUTS 24 HOURS! 

1-900-745-9449 
1-900-745-8580 
1-900-666-9011 
1-900-674-5900 

NO CREDIT CARD, XXX! 

ga behl) www.rent-a-pussy.c ™m 

Ne 

[CET] Hot Jamie Summers hides her beads in a 
‘special place with two Toms in Twin Cheeks! 
EE Hrepat Le uses at orl action and 

wide open to make Peter North's fount explode 
in Come Again! 

‘ Mesmerizing Lain wraps Tom 

ea AL ubannmecon tere 

Adam & Eve [Dept. HH214] + P.O. Box 900 * Carrboro, NC 27510 | 
- CL) YESS | want an (Sorry, NO CASH or COD's) #9292 

1 7 Sex Kittens in the } 

| Super Sexed S Nam 
sely Lam over V8 1 Video #2 FREE in plain 

| packaging. I've enclosed 
! $4.95 to cover postage 
| and handling, All videos 
{ will arrive on one handy | cry on = J __2. 
1 VHS cassette See our web site! http:/www.adameve.com Offer void in UT, AL, MS, TN, KY, AR. 13 

Address 

Ss CHEAP! LOW INT'L LDR + 18+ Gray! 



| SOU SUCKERUSSIG 

CREDIT CARDS *& CHECKS BY PHONE. 

c 7 
“The Detailed and Ultra-Real Cock” 
Features the veins, textures, bulges 
and creases of the real thing. Looks 
and feels absolutely genuine. Stands 
on its own with a suction cup base. 

Please send me hand-crafted “Forever Yours’ 

Size: 06" $@8°00 (inc. P&H) © 8" 87200 (inc. P&H) 

% off! Kp salient alt C—O 
While supplies last! Send to: Harvey S. 

- Box 171 i] 
Enclosed § | Hoboken, NJ 07030} 

Check} Money Order] Visa/Mastercard] 

Exp. Date. pee 

www.hotcat.com 



FULL SERVICE 
PHONE SEX! 
*BLOW JOBS im 
*ANAL FUCKS 
@SPECIAL 
REQUESTS 
WELCOME! 

1-800- | 

CALLUS! vont 188 

011-678- 758- 76 
C OR 

NASTY GIRLS... 
HARDCORE - LIVE 1-ON-1 

PER 
MIN. 

1-800-896-FUCK 
1-900-435-4700 
011-592-1380 

| am Tenpealt 
and | will be Your ™ 

(805)773- 5847 

ng by one i : Yo ia f sa 48108 : 

© Fetishes loose! 

We Accept all 

5 (Fin 
Ry 
Ss 

n One Phone Sessions Available 2 

Bill to Home Phone 

| 

% ® » LIVE VIDEO CONFERENCING 

. 48" 24 Hours a day | 

y 12 www.mistresstempestt.com 

| 

| 
| 



HEAR OUR PHONE 
7 iy yi FUCK SAMPLES... Ff = . 
FUSE Pee ren CHOOSE THE ] ALL ai 800-411-7825 

GIRL YOU WANT! NASTY AND 
\ UNINHIBITED / 

CMMECROW WET AND 
1-800-411.67 49 HOT. 

Ready 
Now. 

a 

1-800 

411-GiIRL 
1-800-411-4475 

My Pussy Aches 
For Your Hard Cock! 
; F 7 UCI EP! 

ew NG 
Semin 
1-900-386-7548 

CHECK OUT OUR MEW MENU SYSTEM. 51.98-52.98 PER MIN 
CREDIT CARDS *® CHECKS BY PHONE. www.-hotcat.com 

www. fantasyline 

NO CREDIT NEEDED! 

y FEUMILIATION 
. ‘4 Ria SMLNIZATION 

ii 1-888 - - * SHAVING 
* X-DRESS 

. + MAKE.yp 
1-888 me 
SHIT-NOW < HEELS. 

= (1-888-674-9788) 
BI-SEXUAL FIRST TIMERS WELCOME! Peewee Ny) 

Tl st arbres 



PENIS BUILDER 
WITH THE NEW HYPEREMIATOR® 
PATENTED PENIS ENLARGER * IN _ THE ASS!) 

(MEDICAL QUALITY) MAKE-UP.» HIGH HEELS 
IZATION - SHAVI) 

Vow 7 uly 
40 the toda ed 

ta Var ji duly mations Fins? 
OW the ieee Vines DATELINE! 

1-888; 

ieee 

Lirst } 

TRAINING 
ACADEMY. 

You can now buy this professional medical made Super 
Hyperemiator, penis builder and erector, direct from 
the True Manufacturer; shipped the very same day we 
receive your order! 

This powerful Pistol Grip System, with the Trigger 
release, pulls a perfect vacuum every time and holds it 
It takes # Stout Vacuum to stretch the penis big enough 
to build it; other things on the market are just simply too 
weak to get professional results 
You will quickly increase the size of your penis, both 
diameter and length, Hold a rigid erection as long as you 
want with your Free pleasurably fiting URO ring, You 
can now have sex with a larger penis within minutes after 
using this new amazing pump. You will see permanent wy Michelle's 
results in no time! \ HAVESDROF 

LINE 
Secretly listen in on LIVE, 

uncensored phone sex calls! 

212-691-2 2444 ee +200.990-0008 Ebeeenos 
1-900-435-6544 &::' ALL MAJOR CC/CHECK BY PHONE-US&CAN. $2.50 

$3.PER MIN. / $44.95 FULL 30 MIN. 

1-800-977-4797 =m 
1-760-323-8464 7 

and charge it to your Visa or Mastercard. (1-888-277-5266) 

Dp i SPE inuicina oe CG 
TERWATIVE LIFESTYLES! 

Signature X 

‘Modical Cylinder Size (seh om): ) Extra Lorge or C) Reguler 19 YR. OLD RUNAWAY 
Ss. Subtotal P WILL DO ANYTHING FOR MONEY! 
4.00 Shipping/Handling ‘ 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 



ToC WNT A BlaGen DICK? HARDCORE LIVE 1-ON-1 4 

1-800-896-FUCK 
1-900-435-4700 [imeem On 2/3 of the penis is made up of growth tissve called Corpus Convernosum. ie uty cat 

As you become aroused, the growth tissue in your peais fill with blood € entry 
nocscreermecores | and harden ntl they ore filled to capecity. What this growth system does is on nls 

0 ; W ( oA maximize your capacity! Unlike any other pump, the new European Penis Growth ron wee 
- ” ‘System helps your tissues 10 ‘expand, increasing penis size by ff Yee penn gram. 
> ‘0s much as 6 1/2 rock hord inches within 5 short weeks. THERE 15 NO 

LIMIT TO YOUR MAXIMUM SIZE POTENTIAL. By pumping the tissues, your J 
penis will grow ond expand, getting stiffer, longer ond fatter erections. 
RESEARCH HAS PROVEN MAXIMUM PENIS SIZE UP TO 15 1/2 in. So : 
don’t let yourself think for o moment thet gaining up te 6 additional inches 
to your penis size is unquestionable or unsate. Women want larger penises. 

With the New European Penis Growth System, 9 out of every 10 men show per- 
pesclptetyirncs mihi be nd hyp tt hed 18- 
74, penis enlorgement systems have been considered “Simple, Sale and y 
by the U.S. News And World Report (8/24/92). No prescription is needed, and is 
@ highly recommended treatment for men with small penis size, impotence ond pre- 
‘moture ejoculation dysfunctions over any rishy ond unneeded cosmetic This 
ee ee see oe ee ee 

systems equipped with 0 vibrating chomber thet will side up and down 
your penis the pleasure factor as your penis grows. 

#1 WAY TO KEEP A HARD ON 
Aher vung the European Pens Growth System, 

He QUICK RELEASE ERECTION RING wal keep you 

FANTASY CPanel onlee 
CONNECTION Sex Hao ERCTON GUARANTEED 
Call Toll - 24HRS 

European Penis Growth Systom 
wick Release Cock 
‘Station Pumpors Lube/t. You, 

A creative sexy 

girl of your 
dreams will mn ea TA aN WE GLE FE begdle arab HL ial ter 
call you back tht 5 se yo we Cp ost of he eal 
. . ‘lavts fo about 30 patusae filed cametes! Une these capsules 4 , STOO WS s immediately er ed the ht sie ACTVATIR act BNE [352.00 100% beter isurance = % ‘ar cape wl at ber pry ire, PRCALTION Gat $25 lenudee Cod thane © 

for a romantic experience of oar eae iad ya need im fou aad we wa 
‘ u Pack of sx 62g ACTIVATOR (Acta ter capris. se s anything your desires. a $18.95 UPS Red 

MC SA 51.25 fot each additional offer S 

: T THE SEXUAL EDGE 
*1-On-1 Talk! ¢ E ALWAYS WANTED!!! 

r ) Bud har, th - See OW AOD pts hve ee cca 

‘SOMTURE_ — 
a (CREDIT CARD INFO. Put a little pee I laletsisiy 

EP OTE ORKOME: BA OC ME F * PRIME TIME PRODUCTS, DEPT. A39 in your life! P.O. BOX 370. 9 



BICURIOUS ANAL SEX! 
1-888-3557 

14 S52 1 

1-900-435-6544 

BUACKGIRES WANT YOURDICK 
LE GeO"306" ey 

ALL GAY STUDS! 1-800-317-4999 
1:900-435-4155 Fad igre een 

Major Credit Cards « Discreet Bi illing 



5 TRAINING 
ACADEMY 
DEMANDING 

VERBAL 
DISCIPLINE 

@ Chinada Buffet @ 

All You Cau Eat! 

1-006 726-4000 

/AMEX/DISC./CHECKS-US&CAN
. ® ‘ ® 

th MALE MIN. Y $44.98 FULL 30 MIN. —— — — —————_____— 

The Family Jewel” “s2iess, *AND IT VIBRATES! 
by itself 

Safe! Feels and Looks Like Flesh In Plain Brown Package. 

Send to: Playhouse Products 
_ PO. Box 3530 Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 

¥ id | Pe Please send me ___ handcrafted “The Family Jewel(s)"” ™ 

| Non-Vibrator Model Vibrator Model Color 
oe 1/4” x 1-3/4" C) $44.95 +83 P6H $52.95+s3 Caucasian | 

| 08-1/2" x 2-1/4" 0) $49.95 + s3 pan $57.95 +83 Mulatto 
NJ. residents add 6% Sales Tax. US Funds only! Black | 
Enclosed is my Check () Money Order 

| of charge 3 Visa © MasterCard in the amount of S. 

* Penis size does not include balls. © 1985 Family Jewel Collection } | Wo. soe _ Expires 
| MO. YR 

| ame PLUS 
ay, fr “ | Address. FREE 

Oo~ 
Sexual 

| city. State Zip. Brochure 

http://ww tGubrielies.com #399 



“Callie for 
some, Hardcore 
Nasty Sex!” 

1-800-542-FUCK 

LIVE UNCE www. SEX 3 com 

ALL LIVE ALL SLUTS 24 HOURS! 

011-678-728-29 

¥ coc! 
WHILE VOU 

iB, FINGER WY 
ASSHOLE: 

SEPOOWNONOCHs 



Since 1982 

KELLIE’S OF \ A 
LAS VEGAS 

*"MC "Discover § 
Diet Biling © © Check by Phone 

Dominance * Submissive 
X-Dressing + Straight v 

All Fetishes 

\ 

a 
y 
Ls 
Ee 
5 

©. 
& 

NA 
° 
& 

WWW:KINKYTV.COM ie 

INTERNATIONAL # 1 (416) 024-1852 

Y 1.900-267= yg 800-267-304 



Bye Da A MNAUH LAUT 8¢8 vie CMETB, claat Set, Vous f 
ha ; j INE: » , 

Join the BRS Club! 
Every month you will receive 4 full length hot XXX 

features with a running time of up to 6 hrs on 1 handy 
cassette. Your credit card will automatically be charged just 

$14.95 plus S/H. You can cancel at any time. 

a f Name. 
>= Address Apt. No 

} ] City 
; | if Telephone ( ) 

4 CHECK YOUR PREFERANCES SPECIAL! 
- <I P.O. Boxes and GENERAL 

‘4 sia 1397 : PTADD Sa FOR aan INHOUSE 
CHECK CLEARANCE 

BRS Club CZ Yes 
, 7 ~ ~ d 2 q ar 

: é wa | 2 RTADO $2 FOR PRIORITY SERVICE 
“4 a AA Non es fp : CV ADO $8 FOR UPS 2ND DAY AIR, 

FAN (od “es oor 
action SIGNATURE (I Am 21 of OvveA). 



Order Catalogues, Videos, “haere ote FASHION SPECIALISTS. 
best catalog for the exotic 

Books & More by Phone! shopper. Leather, latex, Stretch 

phone 415-468-38 5 ier oes strip & spread. See ail of 
Must be 21. Dream Dresser* these girs. 90-min. Video. 
32-p9. catalog. $10.00 refunded $19.95. #350. Catalog. 
with first purchase #120 $4.00, #351. Excl. TX 

HARD ACTION AMATEURS. MAKE GREAT SEX EVEN 
Or mail orders to: They may be amateurs, but BETTER! Explore your desires 
Pleasure Stop they sure know how to do it rx 415-468-3912 ferry feceuas ? 
Son ence ion, whe ke ot or need to mak taper. Must action, and the al to make it lust 

24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week Serer bidden sex that you dream be 21. Xandria Collection cat- 
= ee 9413 about, but never get to see. alog. $4.00. Ret. with order. #169. Catalog 

= Well, here it is! 4-hour video. $19.95. #214 | plus Toys For Lovers video. $11.95. #170 
MICHAEL SALEM ‘SEXY EROTIC MEN'S WEAR. & PRIVATE PERFORMANCE #1. 
ENTERPRISES, INC. For briets, swimwear, sheer- Fetish & explicit masturbation 
Fantasy is reality. Lin- wear & leather with a sense videos of beautiful 
genie, corsets, stilettos, of adventure, nobody does American centerfolds, amateur 
breast prostheses, ete. better than Regency Square models. Extremely explicit! Solo voyeur, up-the-skirt secret 
Up to X-large sizes for crossdressers. Call for } of Hollywood. Our big, lip- Girl, girVgurt, bondage, stockings, 7] videos. Amateur. 21 yrs. Pri- 
explicit LIVE talk & fantasies! Sexciting catalog. | smacking. color catalog | heels, baretoot, spreads, dildos. vacy. Virgins deflowering sam- 
Discreet. $5. #196. 60-min. How to Imperson- J contains dozens of exotic Catalog. $3. #345. 80-min. pler 0X video. $19.95. #181. Lil’ Women cat- 
ate a Woman video & catalog. $49.99. #197 | designs. Catalog ref. w/Ist order. $3. #282 wideo. $19.95. #344, Excl. UT ‘log. $5. #167. Excl. UT, AL, OK, NC, TN. KY, FL. 

BEST FACIALS EVER TO ‘THE LATENT IMAGE. The ” 
COVER YOUR SCREEN. finest collection of hottest 
#14 in Loretta Sterting's best- ‘single girl masturbation videos 

saving - selling video series! Scene available. Catalog. $4. #259. 
up to 82% on adult after scene of cum shots ‘Sexy Abby Lynn (pictured) 
video. Major ines! Arma BE ‘eet, stockinged feet. tickling, foot-worship or | from Loretta’s best footage! video. $19.95. #260. 1-hr. 
teur & fantasy, some erotic foot-play, FM is for you! Hours of adult} 2 full hours of adult enter- intro video (18 different girs) 
Not available in stores. Wide selection. 21 yrs. J entertainment. Catalog. $5. #264. 1-hr. sam- | tainment. Loads of Fun #14. ‘$19.95. #261. Both videos 
Discount Adult Videos color brochure. $3. #281 } pier incl. scenes from 50 videos. $19.95. #263 | $14.95. #219. Excl. UT. AL for only $33. #262. Free catalog with videos, 

PED PLEASIN’ action in ~ | ASIA BLUE®. Largest collection DEBUTANTES TRIPLE FILLED. PHANTASTIC PHOTOS. See 
these fast-paced, frenetic __] ot imported erotic videos, books, Starting new video series featuring this selection of ttitating 
Joot feasts as double digits: sensual products. 85 pgs. of starlets getting the pounding of ] Photos & videos of beautitul 
are inhaled and loved. Plus color pics—America’s sexiest their lives! Be amazed as young | women modeling lingerie, 
feathers & fingers are unt home videos, nudism, European stars get 3 dicks in their twat or swimsuits & nude. Up-the- 
mercifully stroked against & more Asia Blue catalog. $4 ‘3 cocks in their ass or their mouth! skirt, ) topless. Sam- 
delicate soles, Videos: ret. 1st order. #165. Over 21 Gasp in disbelief! Can you handle By Lm Pier vidoo. $19.95. #308. 
$39.95. Foot Worship. #317. Tickling. #318, | Privacy assured. Sample Japanese XXX video. | it? Get this Triple Penetration Catalog & 2 sample photos, 
Both, $69.95. #319. Catalog, $5, #820, Excl, UT. | $15.95, #198. Excl. UT. ALOK. NC, TN. KY. FL Debutante Sluts #1. $14.95. #218. Excl UT, AL. | $3. #299. Excl. CANFRGN, 

ADAM & EVE. Our hot sex catalog PLATINUM, for decades BIG BOOBS. Lovely ladies live MONDO HOLLYWOOD. The 
is packed with 100s of products bringing you the finest fetish 4 love a full lusty, busty ultimate collection of videos 
the newest adult videos, toys, products, presents lady war- Samia lifestyle shanng their lesbian featuring the world's most 
lingerie and more! Send for your iors squaring off against experience as well as their beautitul tease queens, jungle 
‘sex products subscription and their lustful lovers & a bum Solo scenes of climactic pro- goddesses, slave girls, center- 
get a 50% discount coupon & bardment of ripe rears in portions. Videos: $19.95. All folds & fantasy beauties. The 
‘tree video offer, Adam & Eve cat- M |. #324, . ‘exclusive domain of Sherry 
alog. $3. Must be 18. #158. Exc. Catfighting. #321 #325. . #326, Volante, the Uitimate Tease Goddess. Cata- 
UT, AL, NC, TN, KY, AR, MS, CAN. Spanking. #322. Catalog. $5. #323. Excl. UT logues. $5. #279. Sampler video. $25. #278 

PENIS ENLARGEMENT THE VIDEO UNDERGROUND BEST PARTS CO. Videos feature 
DR. JOEL KAPLAN. FOA DOES EXIST. The nastiest sexy body parts & erotic fetishes! 
approved custom vacuum pumps most bizarre videos from the Logs, foot, butts, hair, pussy, 
for penis enlargement or impo- four comers of the word. micro minis, stockings, B&D & 
‘tence. Gain 1-3 inches. Perma- Think you have seen it all? videos, E&E has it all more! Top models will do your 

nent, safe results. Resolve WRONG! Send $5.00 for the Juicy amateur, wild 
premature ejaculation & penis fetish, erotica, steamy girl-girt & best of the 
curvature. Brochures & latest . Sampler boys. Hot stars from the hottest studios. 
entargement info. $3. #342. Video. $29.95. #341 video. Only $25.00. #276 Color brochure. $2. #256. Excl. FL, TN, KY. 

VOYEUR VIDEO's worldwide JOOC-TRA NASTY SEX ACTION! HUMMER: ALL TERRAIN 
traveVadventure nudist videos. Midnight Mail Order is your #1 wi EROTICA. 10 scorching sand- 

Mardi Gras, spring break, Naked ‘source for the best selection 
City, Lake Havasu, Rio Camival, of full-climax amateur videos~ Includes double 
XXX nudist contest & more. all black action, beach bum penetration, double 
400+ video catalog. $5. #267. ‘orgies, mo’ better ho's & more. ‘anal, facial, G-spot 
90-min. videos $35 ea. Kinky Low prices! 75-min. OX video orgasms, orgies, older men/younger girls, 
‘Nude Beach Day '97 Vol. |. #271. Fantasytest | sampler & color catalog a : internal cum shots, barely legal gits. Catalog. 
‘G7. #272. Rilo ‘98 Vol. |. #268, All 3-S75. #293 | $19.95. #248. Catalog. $4, #249. Excl, UT. CAN . $2. #199. XXX video. $19.95. #200. Excl. UT. 

ing, mixed matches 
& magazines. bizarre videos, books. 21 
Curtis Dupont pro- yrs. Privacy. Japanese sam- 
ducer, #1 in female fighting for over 28 yrs. } pler fetish video. $15.95. 
Brochures. $2. #208. Video sampler (34 no- | #180. Mind Candy Emporiunt” catalog, $4 ref. ww’ 
fake fights, 30-min.) & brochures. $29. #207 } 1st order. #168. Excl. UT, AL OK. NC, TN, KY, FL 

FOR ORGASMS YOU'VE T ; SAT: 
ONLY DREAMT ABOUT. Ride The ultimate big bust video Ps Po ay 
this unique sexual device for A, | catalog featunng some of the Bs = 
‘hours of pleasure. Vibration ra most exciting women in the = = = 
& internal rotation controlled ‘world popping out at you tor = ue ” 
separately. Lasts a lifetime. IBA | your pleasure! interracial we ms m 
Sybian. Catalog. $5. #117. solo & duo. Hot! 2-hour 4 = = 
Catalog plus explicit video. video catalog. $19.95. #330. me mt 2 
$19.95. Full credit. #118 ) me me 

Pd aed CATFIGHTING 

syeweag bor 3 iis mis style wrestling, ” m = 
m “a 
m 7 
m™ 6 
m™ cod 
™ st 
m= 
Ee) 



NOTE: YOU DO NOT NEED A CREDIT 
CARD TO CALL THE NUMBERS IN THIS aj 
COLUMN. ALL YOU PAY FOR SHOOT 
IS THE COST OF THE CALL) 4424 

| 2) TH BS) 
Call Now: 24 Hours A Day &,We'll 

le, MAKE ‘OU\CUM 
«7 S1IN UNDER 

Av FA\MINUTE! 
GRELERS 6 
"CL 

ane ate és 

JENNIE? T> RECORDED LIVE f 

bnternationa! Rates Appy 

Aa O11-G78-74026 
Aight 

ke-Up 
‘Panties - Stockings 
‘High Heels + Wigs 

1-888- 
771- 
PIss 
(1-888-774-7477) 

+ Water Sports 

Side Training 

: 

SUCK ON MY 

“aon 
K ON MY 

U-DATE. Mh Als 
-DOMS Bae ii DICKINOW! 

MY HANDS. I'D 

O1-6787-2665, f HOT PUSSY-COCK 

. THEN YOU FUCK ACTION! CALL: 

BI-CURIOUS & FIRST TIME SPECIALISTS! > ME DOGGIE STYLE. 

ie 011-678-7357 
(1-88 420-2861> 

INTERNATIONAL 
SHE-MALES! 

International LD Rates Apply 



GIRLS PAY Y¢ 
Sexy Ladies in Your Area Will 
Pay for Your Special Intimate 
Services! Up to $1000.00 WEEKLY: 
We Provide Names and Contact #’s! 
START TODA $1.00 to: KWW 

Call Tami, 1-900-993-9230 

LONELY GIRLS 
in Your Area Who Call 
and Write You First! 
Complete 1-900-992 

h 

STEROIDS 
SAFE STEROID REPLACEMENT WITH NO SIDE EFFECTS! 

- NO PRESCRIPTION NEEDED - ANYTHING STRONGER WOULD BE ILLEGAL!! 

a = Dramatically increases testosterone levels (the 
most potent natural anabolic = androgenic hormone). Increased testosterone means easier muscle 
growth along with increased fat burning. 

= Imported directly from Bulgaria. This anabolic 
is absolutely the best muscle producing, body fat reducing product available. 

» Maximum anabolic muscle enhancement, 
Qreat for athletes who want to gain size, strength, definition, and enhanced fat loss. 

a = Tested on healthy men show testosterone 
levels significantly increasing 30% or more in just 5 days 
(Milanov, Maleeva and Taskov, documentation, 1981.) 

Send ©) Check or ©) Money Order to: P.H.D. PHARMACEUTICALS 
5603-B W. Friendly Ave., #260 * Greensboro, NC 27410 

$29.95 + $5.00 S&H 
Two Bottles Name, ' 

' 

| Address _ 
$59.90 +$5.00S&H | 1 

______ FREE Underground ! City, State, Zip : 
; 

Newsletter with order 1 Phone ( ) ? - 



UNCENSORED 
RECORDED FANTASIES 

TOLL CHARGES APPLY 

HOT GAY MEN 1-ON-1 

1-900-468-M.E E T, 
98¢/MIN, 

LETS GET OFF TOGETHER 

EROTIC VOICE PERSONALS 

1-900-370-2500 ;:).. 

= 1-800-568-1110 
‘ala : 619-497-3000 ; f a ea nee tes al aaah oan ? Niner tee 

a. Sipe a 1-268-404-6580 

DIP BLACKS 77 1] 
PAHINING AGRI IY § HaRpcore Live 1-on-1 

‘ rp 

t 

ASTY! No Credit Needed! 

1-900: WET-BLACK 

(-800-990-000p 
oR): 
ALLNEW ALTERNATIVE # 
LIFESTYLES DATELINE! (rasesesese ORGY 011-678-SCREW 



THIS IS NOT FOR PUSSIES! Wn) i 
100% | PRIVACY*QUALITY*SATISFACTION this 14 

et patie pacha tr et ck pretrion Bresk 
Be bach some fe het, 

rd posing mck acho 

‘Ne te ss wf te» 
Ed 
tic 

JOOS JOA S10 DOs DOMS1, O ONS s10 GONBse o 007_$10. 
008.82 JOURS. OWS BOs O O12$2 GOS o O1-$11 
QMS $10 JOBS. IOs. Bows J O$2 JOmHs10 2 c2s10. 
2022.89, DOS. Gost. Dos $9 3 oass295I077_$90.95 



1-900-537-91931T> 
cuMIGIY 10 ME FROM 

HIND! 

Break AN % 
Rules ap 

at THY \ Sof 

\ 4 bathe teste o Ste } 
/ / 

5900} 3 
LIVE ee 

$2.98 PER MIN. ON YOUR PHONE BILL 18+ 

www.bestxxxsex.com USA { 
OR: INT'LPREFIX+ INTL RATES APPLY 

LIVE GIRLS, SEE THEM, TALK TO THEM ON YOUR P.C. OR MAC. 

www.ON-LINESEX.com © 

'1-800-972-2-O:No-1 Stance 

WANNA FUCK? 
HARDCORE - LIVE 1-ON-1 } < 

sy 
Z 
A, 

PER 
MIN. 

1-800-955-1234 1-800-896-FUCK 
cree tate 'DISC,/CHECKS-US&CAN. 
$1,50 PER HALF MIN, / $44.95 FULL 30 MIN. 

1-900-435-4700 
011-592-1380 



800+ ie in: y EVERYONE APPROVED a = sh 1-664-410-PINK 
\T'L LD RATES 

LIVE 1-ON1 $1.99 P/M 

1-800-773-LUST 
AMATEUR GIRLS 99¢ P/M 

1-900-BIG-WILD 

S atl 
WE 

iAGW3H SAVUM1Y 

HOTLIVE 
PHONE S&S. THE MAILBAG 

For Advertising Rates Call 310-288-0013 

ON 

| SEDUCTIONS 
1- SEenE 1 18+ as low as $2.00/min. 
GIRLS FROM PRIVATE SCHOOLS —LIVE!! 

Uncensored 1-800-743-5064 10 
HOT FUCKIN PARTY LINE 
4-473-441-1576 No Prenion charges it LO Rates Oo 
PHONE SEX —1-708-974-D,0<Rylq_ 

1-800-568- ili 
VISA/MC $19.95 PER CALL. 

CUM LET'S PLAY WITH EACH OTHER! 
The “ARSTOGATS Live! 1-800-736-1957 CC'S ONLY 
LAM TONIGHT! 
805-77 24 HRS 
342 ee KINKY FONE FUN $4 

CUM SHOOTING PHONE SEX! 
yt me trie pat & so 15 14 ee oars 

'5-4884. 2 Gi 
iR TRY 1 1-900-446-7 2 $3.49/min 18+ 

|) a “TEXAS HOT ASSES—WET & READY FOR YOU 
HEAR SAMPLES FROM — \_ a 233-4512 (900) eM {e002 

| OVER 100 HOT, HORNY WOMEN A er 
WAITING TO TALK TO YOU! 342 HOT LIPS! 1 5300; 005746. 1995 Va v/MC 

1-900- 435-11 
FEEL YOUR DARKEST DESIRES! 

CALL AND CUM FOR MEl 
7RAIORD) VE 

“800-9927 “Ll 

2900-745-9927 

TASTE OUR TEXAS HONEY TICK, 
Hors We 972) 893-1271 

1-800-726-T.s 1-900 — xanm 1-800 7333 
993-0075 *" 248-LAID 



Sex ‘loys 

How to order them without embarrassment. 

How to use them without disappointment. 

now that fully explor 
1s healthy as it is fun. Look 

over the new Xandria Gold Collection cat 
and discover 

for giving and 

Trust our experience. Men have celightect in the 
Xandria Collecti 
only the finest 5 

Rely on our 100%, three-way Guarantee. 
If you've reluctant to purchase sexua' 
products through the mai 

1. We guarantee your privacy, Everything we 
hip is plainly and securely wrapped with no 

All t Jue to it 
confidential, a 
astomers’ name 

2. We guarantee your satisfaction. If 1 product 
is unsatisfactory, simply retum it for replace 
ment or refund within 60 day 

3. We guarantee that the product you choose 
will keep giving you pleasure, Shoul 
fun just return it to us fora 

Order today and see, Sen 
now. We'll apply its $4.00 

wnder 
new w 

r 
The Xandria Collection, Dept. Hu0399 
P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131-9988 

1 Phense send me, & mail, the Kandria Gold Edition 
Catalogue. F heck Jer for $4 

ALTERNATIVE 
TO BE TAKEN No harmful side effects. 

Saturate the body with the most 

powerful testosterone enhancers 

available. A.T.D.C. is S&K Labs most 

powerful stack of testosterone enhancers 

combined . They could raise 

Testosterone is the body's natural 

steroid. Higher testosterone levels 

mean faster, easier muscle growth. 

It you are not completely satistied with the growth you 
obtain within 15 days, return it for a full refund. 

for only 

poss omrecr te by cae on deteary 
= ORDER! NOW! 1-8 1-800-275-7822 = 
ea 

(Oy 2 Bosties get nt FREE 
Aho $10.00 foe Pricey Mat 
International orders add 257%. (C.0.0.¥ US. only) 
Yes, | would lke & FRIEE catalog with my order 

STAY ALERT®PRODUCTS 
(to enhance mental alertness) 
Lg. Black Capsule 200 mg. Caffeine 
‘$m. Black Capsule 175 mg. caffeine 
—y Shape Tablet 200 mg. Caffeine 
357 Magnum Red/White Tab. 200 mg. Caf. 
20/20 White Tablet 175 mg. Catteine 
Blue/Clear Capsule 200 mg. Caffeine 
DECONGESTANT: 
(for the temporary relief of sinus congestion) 
Round White Tablet 25 mg. Ephedrine HCL ‘or 

Diet Aid - Eisen 50 age HCL Caps. 10141 
{to curb the appetite! 

LIVE TALK: 
Tod) 

p0-615-129 4 
1 900-993" D heas 

NAUGHTY 19 YEAR 
WANTS TO 00 

69 WITH YOUI! 

HOW TO ORDER 
Call toll free 7 days a week 
1-800-999-9990. 
Orders shipped dally C.0.D. 

‘consult their physician. No sales to minors. 

Sun Labs Ltd. 0339 



F XXX BRS Direct ra 
Try our cell order hotline 1-800-367- 2385 

BRS Combo 46 
a Nineteen Video Magazine 

IMIMERSITY YURI TM sy 

9 am mF Ye eX 

es 

SEXUAL 
VOYAGE 

METHOD OF PAYMENT 

# Check orders may be held 20 days. G Check G Money Order 
I Sorry, No C.O.D. Ord QMC/ Visa Amex 

| Make Check / Money Order payable to Account #_ 
1 Back-Room Direct 



sa F INTERNATIONAL 
( : ' 2 SHEMALES! 

Cun — s 

PUSSY-ASS, OR 

SUCK ON MY 

a Jo [ER BAS KOOTERR CEN OUR 

1-800-463-FULK 
1-900-537-6262 

SURAGSW RA EODRA 

TOTS 

8 
low 52.49 te ‘ew/MC/teme © 91 14 tat Tal ates Ap Mt he 8: 

WHERE EVERYBODY GETS A GIRL |! 

rumen. 4.888-418-BABE © </min) 
©) $-900-988-4FUN 5 min 
fo] 019-678-72004 vo. 



Strict or Sensual 
» Anything Goes 

cincs WhO wouLaeoue 
TO JER OFF WithOU 
ON YOUR Mac ORE 

SE 

| A 
CuCK 

HARDER 

GET ON 
YOUR 
KNEES j 
AND BEG!) 

ne 
NO CREDIT oo 

CARD NEEDED 

> 1 1-619-497-3000 

ae 
O11- G787- “1540 a 

fer. GuYSs go roe 
couyrs 

2.8 Pein Ob fe prove bi 
(NO. CREDIT CARD NEEDED!) 

www. SEX3.com 

(1-800-038-2868) 

WET 
(1-800-938-8487) 

(1-888-432-8396) 

1-888-481)-PUSSY 

1-268-404-4471 

ted WISHIS DUR 
IMMANDIII” 
666-9713 



[MEN WANTED! | 
GIRLS PAY YOU! 

HEY GUYS! » MAKE SSS 
providing INTIMATE 
SERVICES to lonely 

ladies. $500 - $750 per 
week possible. We also 
provide names 
addresses and photos 
Send $1 for info to 

ROYCE Att. Lori, 5152 
Sepulveda Blvd. Suite 
#200-HR Sherman Oaks, 
CA 91403 (U.S, ONLY) 

C1100 VIDEOS $15 (1200 VIDEOS $25 
fy [1300 VIDEOS $90 CISsMmLESA CLOGS 

UNDER THE 
COUNTER 

| -oRBIDDEN VIDEOS 
J is0 videos $5 C109 VIDEOS $10 

ie (C180 VIDEOS $15 01225 VIDEOS $20 

A | 
1 C.F snpping 

Pictures Box 35615 Los Angeles, CA 90035] 

WET Sex 
"HOME MOVIES 

Poy (125 Tinkle Twat Videos $10 

‘ 
Made 

‘N 

IS? 
‘ERECTION PROBLEMS?! 
'LINGA-100 is the pure, natural laboratory blend de-; 
Isigned to actually enlarge the penis and induce &! 
‘maintain multiple, long term erections. LINGA 100} 
jallows a more intense, deeply satisfying male climax! 
Iwhile developing sexual power, physical strength and! 
{mental awareness. LINGA-100 was developed by top; 
ISwiss scientists involved in natural sex hormone! 
‘research. Thousands of European men have expe-| 
irienced dramatic results. Impotency overcome. In-i 
‘creases in organ size of one-to-two inches not uncom-| 
imon.LINGA-100 is perfect for the older man’s prob-) 
fiems. Studies reveal women definitely consider the! 
{penis as the real measure of the man. Let LINGA-100, 
lincrease your sexual power and size. Only $9.95 plus! 

{S1 p/h. Order now! H 

CERTIFIED MEDICAL LAB H 

i Dept.G45, Box 6807 Burbank C: 91510! 

\ 
w 

ete | |, 
V-ART Box 2411+ Dept HL95_+Van Nuys, CA 91404 

STAY HARD AS LONG A 
YOU WANT THis SAFE 

SURE WAY! 
At last, a functioning 
cock ring that 
will kee 

you harder, longer. | SPECIAL 
Prevents erections from fading to 
fast. Satisfy your partner longer. 
L.T. Leb + BOX 2088 
(EEN + TOLUCA LAKE, CA 91610 

NEVER rm aCTiOy 2 

QUID ACTION 2 
NE PARTNEp 

CHRIS IMP. CO. 

BOX 85097, Dept HL9S 
. LOS ANGELES, CA 90072 

PDANTOM vVidOEO 
UNCUT Horror, sleaze, cult 

& exploitation imports, 

rarities & bizarre films on 

fa VHS. Psychedelic, S&M, 

\ B&D, fetish & fantasy 

theme films. 100's of 

infamous & obscure titles. 

For our updated catalog 

send $3 to: PHANTOM 

VIDEO, P.O.Box 7301, Jupiter, FL 33468. Dept H309 

Free Ultra-Hardcore S&M 
Superkink and Shemales! 

lexpand their client base ; 
vou and you'll be addicted. This stuff will change your life! 

-20 of the worlds cruclest dominatrixes take you into) 
100’s women and men slaves receive no thew 

Long 
Shemales-Shemale Beauty Queens,Huge Tits, Massive} 
Cocks, Sucking. Fucking an geting sucked and fucked by 
men and women, s. cum drenched, cum cating, 
aves Heels, Lingerie, Hottest, most ‘graphic! 
TV/TS action found anywhere! 

se |S ‘kink! Sh 
v} Please send Stb)Shipp 
collection. $25 Shipping 

GET PAID 
FOR SEX! 
WOMEN WILL 
PAY FOR YOUR 
INTIMATE 
SERVICES! 

Earn up to $1000 per week. 

1-473-407-8296 
int tol applies 18¢ 



XXX PREMIUM VIDEO'S 
ast 4.95, EXTREMELY EXPLICIT UNCENSORED FOOTAGE! NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORES! 
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Cybersluts 

that day except that the cum-shot in my 
scene with Jeremiah Logan went right up 
my nose! Rather unpleasant, but a good 
visual effect.” 

* * * 
Much of the technology involved in the 

rapid development of cybercommerce is 
being driven by sleaze. 
Porn sites were among the first to 

accept credit cards for online payments 
and were responsible for bringing high- 
quality motion pictures to computer 
screens. Jordan Lee has adopted technol- 
ogy that allows her to accept personal 
checks online. Even the IRS cannot boast 
of such a sophisticated cash-collecting 
system. 

B T MERCHANDISE 

www.annamalle.com 
FREE 

An extensive collection of personal 
items, ranging from the reasonable 
pricey, are for sale on this site. V 
can order autographed photos and videos 
as well as sex toys. For those with deeper 
pockets, shoes, bras, panties and nylons 
can be purchased, all accompanied by 
photographic evidence that Malle actual- 
ly wore them. Depending upon availabil- 
ity, $110 buys a dress worn in one of 
Malle’s films. Any body fluids deposited 

(continued from page 110) 

on these garments are gratis. 
While the above items are standard 

Internet porn-star fare, Malle sets herself 
apart from the cybercrowd with clippings 
of her pubic hair that sell for $30 apiece, 
20 for members. For an extra $5, Malle 

will throw in a picture of herself shaving 
the selfsame hairs. 

“I want to keep my merchandising 
ready to market for future growth,” she 
explains, sounding every bit the shrewd 
entrepreneur. 

* . . 
Online sex commerce is by no means 

limited to high-profile sex stars. 
Andy Alvarez runs www.your- 

paysite.com, a business that helps clients 
set up adult-entertainment businesses 
over the Internet. 
“Half of the people I work with are 

women,” s Alvarez, “and many of 
them are single moms working out of 
their homes. In the ’50s, they were Avon 
ladies; now it’s different.” 

“It’s a gold rush,” says Vanessa Del Rio, 
whose own Web page, www.vannessadel- 
tio.com, is a cyber-Net jackoff booth par 
excellence, with countless film and photo 
clips. “People are setting up mom-and- 
pop shops, only instead of Tupperware, 
it’s sex they're selling. This is how they're 
putting their kids through college.” @& 

“Do these jeans make my ass look big?” 

March HUSTLER 

Kids Rape 
(continued from page 76) 

According to doctors, A. M. smothered 
his young victims with plastic bags while 
he fondled them sexually. 
A. M.'s obsession with plastic bags and 

sadistic, pedophilic sex practices was so 
strong that staff members were reluctant 
to keep him in a facility that housed 
younger patients who could potentially 
become his victims. 
Aversion treatment with the plethysmo- 

graph was ruled out because of the risk of 
coaching the subject in new sexually 
deviant behavior, and he was uncoopera- 
tive with other treatments. Doctors decided 
to try hormone therapy to change the 
boy’s behaviors. 

After five years, A. M. has developed 
small breasts, and his erections, ejacu- 
late, sexual fantasies, sexual drive and 
overall sexual arousal have all decreased 
dramatically. He is no longer a sexual 
predator. Is A. M. a success story? 
Faced with an apparently intractable 

problem that resists effective treatment, 
society is increasingly turning to prose- 
cutorial zeal as a way to deal with juve- 
nile sexual predation. 
“There is a legitimate need to be con- 

cerned about community safety,” says Dr. 
Berlin, “but there’s so much emotion 
when it comes to this that we’ re not deal- 
ing with it thoughtfully and in the context 
of what a just and compassionate society 
ought to be doing.” 

In a well-publicized case in Chicago, 
two boys, seven and eight years old, con- 
fessed to the rape and murder of an 11- 
year-old girl, Ryan Harris. After tests 
were run on the sperm found all over 
Harris’s body, it was determined that the 
boys could not have committed the sav- 
age attack, All charges against them were 
dropped. 

Police methods have become so sophis- 
ticated as to extract confessions from 
innocent people (the two boys confessed 
to raping and murdering Ryan Harris 
after detectives offered them Big Macs), 
and laws have been adopted to incarcer- 
ate juveniles indefinitely, but society has 
stepped no closer to actually stemming 
the tide of sexual predation, 

“T think that an 11-year-old is a child, 
and that’s reality,” says Dr. Berlin. “We 
can’t get away from it. We've demonized 
these people, dehumanized them, and we 
seem to think in our society that almost 
any problem can be passed by either leg- 

ting it away or punishing it away 
“Fundamentally decent people can 

have problems managing their sexual 
needs in a healthy and proper wa 
of them need help and assistance, and 
we’ve simply made them the enemy.” @ 
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f LICKED MY OWN DICK 

I COULDVE SAVED a 
MYSELF ALOT OF 

TROUBLE.... 



PHOTOGRAPHY BY AJA BUFKA 

“People wonder why I’ve been crowned Queen of 
the Tri-State Strawberry Festival three years in a row 
without ever appearing in the talent competition,” 
brags hillbilly superstar Darla. “Every year, the same 
hick bitches parade around the stage wearing grain 
sacks and twirling batons. I invite the judges to my 
house, dress in fine lingerie and demonstrate my 
many oral talents.” The ambitious slut slides a straw- 

berry into her mouth. “I do things to those guys that 
would straighten the pubes of those corn-fed, beauty~ 
queen twats. I deep-throat the biggest hose without 
gagging, suck their tight, fuzzy nut sacs and lick 
their sweaty assholes.” Darla tongues her juice- 
stained lips. “I always make sure each dude comes in 
my mouth. I don’t want to miss a drop of their hot 
man milk. A girl can’t live on strawberries alone.” 















~~ 



Rated #1 For 10 PR Years! 

HARDEST XXX PORN VIDEOS cis": 4 HOURS 1 
EL CH! 

MAJOR SALES Pome 93H5 Box 1560, Studio City, CA 91614 

C [15 $10 (22 $10 TOTAL ORDER $ 
O2su 9$i2 [jw si2 (23 $10 
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021 $9 

¢ Satisfying over 3 million customers for over 26 years! $2.00 rush service 

¢ All orders are shipped in a plain package. 112.00 24-hour check processing $ 

4 Guaranteed privacy and satisfaction. = £52.00 100% dotivery insurance $ 

¢ All videos guaranteed 4 hours each of total sex 100% 7 
yy z Or itside U.S.A. $3 

fucking and sucking. Money Order fn US Fes Ony 
¢ Visit Our Web Site www.adultvideos-cd.com i a RSS — — TRLBKED 
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DR. BROSS INSTITUTE FOR SEXUAL ENHANCEMENT 
Prof essional and Complete 
PENIS ENLARGEMENT SYSTEM 
Professional Instruction and Professional Products to help you and guide 
you every step of the way to a longer, thicker, and harder penis now! Our 
customers tell us 9 inches... 10 inches... even a is possible! 
My name is Dr. Bross and | have discovered the Complete Penis Enlargement System that can 
help you enlarge your penis. The penis vacuum pump is also becoming the #1 medical treatment 
for impotence, premature ejaculation , increase sex drive and sexual performance. 

PENIS 
30 YEARS WITH OVER 1 

THE WORLDS LARGEST SELLING 
USED SUCCESSFULLY FOR OVER 
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS. 

If you have tried other pumps in the past without success Tam 
sorry that you have been disappointed, But if you are serious 

about penis enlargement, increasing your penis length, thick- 
ness and hardness | recommend 100% the penis enlargement 
systems shown here that you can buy direct from the manu- 
facturer without a prescription and save hundreds of dollars. 

1. The Best Penis Vacuum Pump. Squeeze bulb and short 
stroke centric or center push pumps create a minimum 
amount of vacuum, Used possibly for masturbation but not 
for the vacuum that is requited to enlarge your penis. To be 
successful you need our Penis Pumps with the exclusive 
POWER VACUUM CONTROLLER that adjusts the right 
amount of vacuum for your Penis Enlargement 

2. Easy To Follow Professional Instructions. We do not 
ship to you  smalll piece of paper with instructions on how to 
use the pump and then leave you guessing on its proper use. 
Please do not be misled. Without professional instruction there 
just isn't any easy 1-2-3 method for penis enlargement, Instead 
| have produced a Professional Instructional Video and 
Magazine that shows you step by step everything you need to 
know to be successful. Only after you learn my penis enlarge 
ment methods by watching the video and magazine it will then 
seem as easy as 1-2-3, I have sold millions of my videos and 
magazines, Because of this volume my cost is only one dollar 
for the video and magazine and it is not for sale. My penis 

ment instructions without the best penis vacuum pump 
cannot help you. | include it Free with the purchase of any of 
my Professional Penis Vacuum Pumps. Now you have the 
combination you need for your successful penis enlargement, 
the best professional pump and professional instruction, 

However, there are some men who would like to maintain an 
erection for a considerable length of time. You must not use 
a fixed size tight fitting plastic ring around your penis when 
you use a penis pump. You could restrict the blood flowing 
into your penis. Instead, I offer to you Free with any penis 
enlargement system a Comfort Fit Erection Ring that will 
adjust to fit any size penis. 

Approximately 2/3 of your penis is made up of muscle tissue 
called corpus convernosum and that tissue can expand, The 
Enlargement process is called hypermiation, Blood rushes 
into the muscle tissue causing the penis to expand to your 
maximum potential. 

Dr. Joel Bross is a noted sex therapist, clinical sexologist in 
private practice since 1974. He specializes in sexual con- 
cerns for both woman and men. He is responsible for the pro- 
duction of numerous educational sex videos 

ENLARGEMENT SYSTEM 
15 MILLION 

Ls 
ih oF 

The penis about 3 inches is 
inserted into the clear tube 

After instruction and pumping 
this man has enlarged his 
penis to about 10 inches. 

After more pumping the penis 
is removed from the tube and 
the penis is about 11 Inches. 

Even when the pump i not 
Used the penis hangs” thicker 
and longer. 

Incease penis length and thickness * Stimulate a harder and more powerful erection * Exclusive design 
helps maintain your erection for as long as you wish without an erection ring (use my Comfort Fit Prolong 
Ring for extended sex) ® Increase confidence, sex drive and sexual performance ® Intensify your orgasm 

The “original” and the worlds 
largest selling penis vacuum 
pump, Extra Tong 10 inch 
piston assembty 

vacuum you need for a longer 
thicker and harder pervs, 

Instructional video and magazine * Adjustable Comfort Fit Erection Ring 
Our color catalog with over 160 products for men and woman to improve 
your sex and lovemaking. Includes your choice of Free Products. 

H H H H H ' 

Dick Rambone Video Feature $14.95 ' 
Only $9.95 With Any Enlargement System Total Enclosed or Charged H 

TOLL FREE 24 HOURS - 7 DAYS 1-800-378-4689 FAX 1-818-345-4643 | 
One hand operation. Comfort | Phone Orders Gode #9315 Specify Product(s) You Are Ordering ' 

' H i H t H t ' 

ft grip to squeeze the lever Visa CMC CIAMEX Card No: so you can operate the (rel cad orders sped ony to the cardholder's set aes. 
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‘ YOU TOO CAN GO FROM MINISCULE TO MIAMIMOT#EH 
& HAVE ERECT MEASUREMENTS UP TO 12 HUGE INCHES! 

THE SUPRA-12 PENIS 
ENLARGEMENT and ERECTION 

BUILDING SYSTEM IS DISTRIBUTED 
and SOLD IN 68 COUNTRIES SINCE 

1965 and IS USED BY OVER 
CANADA 

WORKS ON MATURAL PRINCIPLES... 
MO GUESSWORK... NO MUMBO-JUMBO! 

The male erection Is produced when blood flows into 
the special bu/bocavernosus m inside the pe 
shaft. As these muscles fill, the penis increases in diam: 
eter and thickness. By increasing their capacity as the 
SUPRA-12 does, they can hold more blood, resulting in 
A DRAMATICALLY LONGER, THICKER ERECTION. Users of 
SUPRA-12 say they’re “truly astounded” when they see 
their penises reach startling new proportions inside the 
chamber of the SUPRA-12. And you will be toot 

15 MILLION SATISFIED MEN measurements of 9, is The Finest ¢ mstructed, engine 

10, YE 
best mat and made in the U SA. Fes 4 SENTRY Prolong 

ona ferdable We ha 
nes as low as $14.9511) ne quality construction sana stood the test aft ark worldwide. The SUPRA 

THE SUPRA-12 SYSTEM IS AS 

NO SYSTEM IS FASTER - OR MORE FOOLPROOF! 
ITS imporsible to fall using the SUPRA-12 SYSTEM to incmase your genital 
eremsuremerts. With the help of the SENTRY PROLONG RING and medical research 
has proven thal only « pralong ring can maintain an erechon, enlarging your 

System doesn’t include oF videotapes 

hands! af, PUMP for every 
he nd reliability Had 
12 has 

AyPREbe, ti 
CHOOSE THE PUMP YOU PREFER 
AT THE PRICE YOU WANT TO PAY! 

obiithiny qwitte iew ben and mamtaneng the new thick and lang damernicrs becomes eforBess! 
Bu.s-Openateo DEVELOPER 

Getting a huge, fat erection Is one thing... keeping /t is 
another!! That's where the features of the SUPRA put it 
miles ahead of its competitors! The patented SUPRA Valve 
“locks in® the vacuum power for the biggest size posst 
ble in the shortest amount of time. Don't be fooled by 
claims of “more vacuum." Too much can cause medical 
problems. Every SUPRA-12 pump passes stringent quality 
control and is tested according to medical standards 
no more — no less. And with the SENTRY Prolong Ring. 
you can stay as hard as you want, for as long as you want. 
IMPORTANT! Alll professional medical vacuum pumps 
{including $500 models) include prolong or tension rings. 
Our Sentry fits any size penis, and there is no hassle in 
removal or pulling of the pubic hair as in others. The near 
ly invisible SENTRY rests comfortably at the base of your 
penis, maintaining your dynamic “super erection” indef 
initely, but never interfering with your pleasure - EVER! 
You can penetrate your sex partner deeply, enjoying inter- 
course more than ever before, because the Sentry GIVES 
YOU COMPLETE ERECTION CONTROL! 

DELUXE 
ELECTRIC 

The Oniginal BATTERY-OPERATED PumP 
the EREC-TRONIC 

CRAMMED WITH FIRST-TIME EVER 
FEATURES YOU'LL REALLY APPRECIATE 

Credit card ondens only 
CALL TOLL FREE 

JS 

24 HOURS * 7 DAYS i> 

1-888-920-PUMIP & PHONE ORDERS SP DEPT. NUMB 

mai to: BRISTOL MEDICAL Dept. Hu-039 
P.O. Box 7419, Van Nuys, California 91409-7419 

reg. $125 only 537 2> 

According to U.S. News and World Report, our Vacuum 
Pumps and Erection Rings are “simple, safe and effec- 
tive” (8/24/92). The SUPRA-12 is the World’s Best Selling 
line of Penis Enlargement and Erection Building systems, 
and at a price that is an international “Best Deal!” Similar CARAT Like THisY 

You are about to make a very important 
when prescribed by physicians, can cost between decision. It's your hard-earned money ~ Please ship the following | enclose $ Check Money Order 

$300 to $650 or more! That's why the SUPRA-12, with why not use it to purchase the best system Bulb- Operated DEVELOPER with 
the patented SUPRA Valve and SENTRY Prolong Ring, is ‘money can buy. We are so confident, we'll Sentry Protong Ring and instructions .$¥4.95 | 9051 pchase 4 
such an incredible value! make the following guarantee: Place the 7S" Force CENTRIC with 

SUPRA-12 next to ANY vacuum pump on Sentry Prolog hing ad instructions $23.95 | ca residents 
the market and you'll instantly see Berery Operated ERECTROMIC with > 9 | add sales tas...$ 
Be Storer Deluxe ELE del with " you'll agree P 9 Ring and instructions .$38,95 reatee. 55.00 
made that we'll c a ‘i THE DIFFERENCE Guarantee: if you $12.00 || rota, sncioseo 
Purchase any pump from any ICUM GUSHER Fils, St688 |] RONDA. 
manufacturer, that can equal Ours RON ROD Pits $15.00 To auwure prompt service 
in features and service, but at @ Send ALL 3 Capsules & Pills omy $30.00 include shipping cost 
lower price, we'll refund double SENTRY PROLONG RING a 

CHWATOR the difference - no questions asked! inner purchased wane $10.00 ,.{ forties eres mag oye re 
TOR CHARGE IT: VISA CMC DAMEX ODISC, Exp. Date 

@ ACTIVATOR RECON BE 
range Signature 60 CUM GUSHER 

Pais 
30 IRON ROD Pills 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-888-920-PUMP OR FAX 1-818-709-0704 « 24 HouRS/ 7 DAYS 
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City/staterip, 
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next month in 

HUSTLER 
APRIL SHOWERS 
Wet dreams become realities in the April 1999 issue of 

HUSTLER. Janet Reno and porn star Mila pucker their 
flowering rectums in a drippy swirl of kissing girl/girl hem: 
orthoids. A trembling Kenneth Starr removes Monica 
Lewinsky’s thong with his teeth and sucks cigar after cigar 

out of Monica's plus-size snizz in a magic act more remark- 
able than anything David Copperfield ever plucked out of 
Claudia Schiffer. If you believe any of what you've just 
read, you’re the biggest April fool to grace the planet. In 
truth, you'll see strap-on-slurping Candy, baby dolls Paula 
and Devlin going down on each other in a steel crib, a three 
finger-fucking blonde, plus further April foolishness that 
must be seen to be believed. 

SEX-POSITIVE FEMINISTS EXPOSED 
Experience vicarious thrills and chills with New York’s 

most electrifying feminist freedom fighters as our secret. 

undercover siut invades New York’s controversial sex-posi 
tive feminist underworld. Enjoy Q&A, cocktails, hors 

d'oeuvres, schmooze and lesbian cooze as HUSTLER's 

covert agent infiltrates the womyn-only, sex-positive semi 

nar in Sex, Fantasies and Fem Power: A Politically 

Incorrect Evening With Nancy Friday and Candida Royalle. 

TOOLS OF THE TRADE 
Do you wanna be a porn star—or at least fuck like one 
What does it take to be a porn stud, a reliable gunslinger 

who gets called back year after year to fuck the latest and 

greatest pussy in the porn industry? Hear all the secrets 

from porn’s master swordsmen in April's Sex Play, “Tools 

of the Trade.” Learn tips from the industry's top-name male 

talent: Buck Adams, Randy West, Tom Byron, as well as 

relative newcomers Vince Vouyer and Brad Armstrong. 
Read this one, and learn to fuck like a professional. 

DROPLETS 
April's HUSTLER also features an exclusive look at the 

grand opening of HUSTLER Hollywood, HUSTLER’s 

exotic, erotic boutique. Erotic Entertainment takes a 

fiendish look back at AVN's Halloween-party pics. Witness 
the evolution of a porn chick, and learn what Jesus would do 

in Bits & Pieces. Beaver Hunt unfolds the flowers of 

America’s heartland. April's HUSTLER will fool any pecker 

into believing that it's raining pussy juice 24 hours a day 

April HUSTLER on sale February 9, 1999. 

HUSTLER’s Web site is coming now at 
http://www.hustler.com 

= » 

March HUSTLER 
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| Always HOT SLAMMIN' 
| ACTION! Call NOW! 
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From $2.50 to $3.50/min. 18+ 
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SPREAD OUR WET LIPS! CREAM OUR HOLES! 

1-900-535-SLUT - All 800 numbers from $1.98 10 $3.98/minute. Visa, MC, 
iG ee Amex & Optima. Must be 18 to use all services shown here 



Best phone sex samples 
New samples updated weekly a 

1-800-419-6666 -, © ) nN 
Hot single International women — . Be 
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1-600-545-8200 
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1-800-590-6666 
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Live Domination from our dungeo 
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1-800-TIE ME Ul 


